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Introduction

Industries differ in the technologies they use and, consequently, in the bundles of skill
they demand. Within sectors, workers differ in the ability to perform their jobs, whereas
firms differ in their organizational structures and production processes. In this paper, I
study how this inherent heterogeneity in technology and skills affects outcomes, wages
in particular, when workers are free to choose the sector they work in. Specifically, I
answer the following questions: what is the impact of i) a sector-specific improvement
in technology or training and ii) a change in the skills used by sectors on a) sectoral
distributions of skills, b) sectoral distributions of wages and c) the output of each sector.
To address these questions, I propose a new model that introduces assignment of workers to firms (within sectors) in the vein of Becker (1973) and Sattinger (1979) into a model
of self-selection (across sectors) in the vein of Roy (1951). Workers’ self-selection implies
that sectoral distributions of skill are determined endogenously and depend, among other
factors, on the technology used in each sector. The assignment of workers to firms introduces imperfect substitution of workers with different skill levels.1 This is in contrast
to existing models of self-selection which, starting with Heckman and Sedlacek (1985),
assume that workers are perfect substitutes. However, perfect substitution is inconsistent
with empirical evidence (Katz and Murphy, 1992).2
I study a model with two sectors, manufacturing and services, and derive sharp monotone comparative statics results. Firstly, I show that if the output produced by all manufacturing workers rises but the increase is greater for workers of higher skill, then a
greater number of high-skill workers joins manufacturing. This increases wage inequality
not just in manufacturing, but also in services.3 Hence, wage inequality gets transmitted across sectors. If, however, the increase in output favors workers of lower skill, then
some high-skill workers might leave for services, possibly decreasing the average skill in
manufacturing. As a consequence of that, manufacturing might even contract.
Secondly, I show that if sectors start using more similar bundles of skill, the supply
of skill de facto declines. This raises both wage polarization and wage inequality, but
decreases output, as long as sectors are symmetric and jobs abundant, i.e. there are more
1

To see why, note that in Sattinger’s (1979) model firms and workers match in a fixed proportion:
i.e. every firm hires the same, exogenously given number of workers. Hence, a firm cannot costlessly
substitute a skilled worker with a greater number of less skilled ones. In aggregate, neither can sectors,
because highly productive firms are scarce. For example, suppose that two high-skilled workers leave
manufacturing. The first is replaced by x > 1 workers of low skill. To replace the second high skilled
worker more than x low-skilled workers are needed, as the second worker’s replacements match with less
productive firms than the workers replacing the first worker.
2
Perfect substitution of workers implies that if some high-skill workers leave manufacturing, wages
increase by the same proportion for low and high-skill workers (the ‘proportionality hypothesis’). Katz
and Murphy (1992) provide evidence that changes in the relative supply of high and low-skilled workers
significantly affect their relative wages.
3
This is guaranteed to happen only if jobs are scarce, i.e. there are fewer firms than workers. Otherwise, the increase in output levels itself could – in some case – decrease inequality.
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jobs than workers.
These results differ qualitatively from comparative statics that arise in existing sorting
models, which further underscores the importance of properly accounting for the imperfect substitution of workers. It is worth noting that I am able to derive those results in
the absence of functional form assumptions and despite the fact that, as a consequence
of workers’ imperfect substitution, wages in my model depend on the entire distribution
of skills in a sector. I accomplish this by leveraging the well-known relationship between
the distribution of skill and wages that arises under positive and assortative matching.
Overview. The paper is organized in three main sections.
Section 2 sets up the model and characterizes the unique equilibrium. In the model,
there is a continuum of heterogeneous workers and two sectors, manufacturing (M) and
services (S), each populated by a continuum of heterogeneous firms.4 Each worker is
endowed with a vector of fundamental skills x and each firm in sector i ∈ {M, S} is
endowed with a scalar productivity hi . A match between a firm and a worker produces
some surplus, which – in the absence of other inputs – can be interpreted as its output
expressed in monetary terms.5 The surplus produced by a match is determined by a
surplus function that depends on the sector, the firm’s productivity and the worker’s
skill. In particular, the two sectors use workers’ skills in different proportions. In the
competitive equilibrium, both workers and firms take wages as given, each worker sorts
into the sector that pays a higher wage for her skill endowment and each firm hires at
most one worker to maximize profits. Wages are set to clear the market.
To make the model tractable, I assume that in each sector the vector of fundamental
skills x can be aggregated into a univariate index vi in such a way that the vector (vM , vS )
contains all the relevant information about x.6 The indices vM , vS are normalized to have
standard uniform marginal distributions and, hence, are referred to as relative skills.7 I
assume, as is standard in the matching literature, that surplus is increasing in productivity, strictly increasing in relative skill and supermodular in productivity and relative
skill.
Section 3 focuses on changes in technology and skill distribution that increase (decrease) the difference in surplus produced by manufacturing workers of any two relative
skill levels. I will call this an increase (decrease) in the vertical differentiation of man4

This means that the distribution of firms’ productivity in each sector is exogenously determined,
although the productivity distribution among firms that end up matched is not.
5
Alternatively, this model can be seen as a reduced form of a model in which there are further inputs
and there exists an explicit output function. In such a case, the surplus is the revenue minus the cost of
non-labor inputs for an optimal choice of non-labor inputs.
6
This is a two-sector version of the separability assumption from Chiappori, Oreffice, and QuintanaDomeque (2011) and it makes the relative skills an analogue of the tasks from Heckman and Sedlacek
(1985).
7
For example, consider a worker with relative skills vector (0.25, 0.5). This means that 25% of the
population is more skilled than this worker in manufacturing and that half of the population is more
skilled than her in services.
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ufacturing workers. Let me first illustrate the importance of vertical differentiation for
sorting and its implications for output by the means of an example. Subsequently, I will
discuss the implications for wage inequality.
Suppose there exist fewer firms than workers (jobs are scarce) and the vector of fundamental skills has three components: x1 is manufacturing-specific, x2 is services-specific
and x3 is a general purpose skill. Surplus in manufacturing increases strictly in the
manufacturing-specific and general purpose skills, but does not depend on the servicesspecific skill; analogously for services. Suppose that the government wants to boost the
total output produced in manufacturing and, to this end, decides to invest in populationwide training of x1 in a way that shifts its distribution up. This increases the supply
of a fundamental skill that is used only in manufacturing, whilst leaving the supply of
fundamental skills used in services unchanged. In consequence, the output produced by
a worker of any relative skill (vM , vS ) increases for matches with manufacturing firms,
but remains the same for matches with firms in services. In a model with perfect substitutes this would necessarily lead to an expansion of manufacturing. With imperfect
substitution, however, it can easily backfire.
This can happen if the government’s investment makes manufacturing workers less
vertically differentiated.8 How does this change firms’ hiring choices in the short-term,
before wages have the time to adjust? As the difference in surplus produced by different
workers decreases, but the difference in wages does not, workers of high skill become
relatively overpaid. In consequence, all firms want to hire a worker of lower relative skill
than in the old equilibrium. Further, because I assume that the surplus produced in any
match always covers the reservation payoffs of both parties, scarcity of jobs implies that
all firms want to hire some worker. In consequence, more workers of high skill and fewer
workers of low skill want to work in manufacturing than are demanded by manufacturing
firms. Therefore, in equilibrium, wages rise for workers of low manufacturing skill and
fall for workers with high manufacturing skill, forcing some marginal high-skill workers
out of manufacturing, but drawing in additional low skill workers from services. The
distribution of relative skill improves in manufacturing and worsens in services, both in
first order stochastic dominance sense. Overall, services expand, whereas the impact on
the total output produced in manufacturing is ambiguous.
Further, I show that a shock that directly affects manufacturing only, might well
increase both absolute and relative wage inequality in services.9 Several attempts have
been made in recent years to infer the causes of the increases in wage inequality from
cross-sector comparisons (e.g. Bakija, Cole, and Heim, 2010; Kaplan and Rauh, 2010,
8

This would be the case if e.g. fundamental surplus was multiplicatively separable in the fundamental
skills and concave in x1 , and the distribution of x1 shifted up by a constant. Intuitively, think of a
situation in which the government’s policy provides more resources for teaching of all students, but
focuses on the less able ones.
9
It is worth noting, however, that both increases would be stronger in the directly affected sector.
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2013). Ideally, such analyses should take into account wage inequality transmission. For
example, Kaplan and Rauh (2013) concluded that the fact that “the increase in pay
at the highest income levels is broad based” is more consistent with the superstar and
scale effects (Rosen, 1981) explanations of raising wage inequality, than with an increase
in managerial power or a weakening of social norms. If, however, an increase in wage
inequality that originates in a narrow subset of sectors can spread across the economy,
such conclusions would seem premature. This is less of a concern in models in which
workers are perfect substitutes, where any change in the sectoral supply of skills will
have the same relative impact on the wages of all workers. With imperfect substitution
of skills, however, this is not the case. If jobs are scarce, then an increase in vertical
differentiation in manufacturing draws in high-skill workers from services. The latter
increases the wages of highly skilled services workers, as compared to workers of low skill.
In consequence, wage inequality increases in both sectors.10
Although there are no strategic interactions in my model, my results do suggest that
there might be strategic reasons for increases in wage inequality. I demonstrate this in
Section 3.1.4, where I provide an example in which jobs are scarce and the two sectors
(or regions in which they are concentrated) can make an investment in infrastructure,
which increases the vertical differentiation of their workers. Rising vertical differentiation
increases wage inequality and creates a negative sorting externality for the other industry.
Therefore, each sector is willing to make the investment even in cases when this is not
socially optimal.11 In equilibrium, both sectors over-invest, which cancels out the sorting
effect. Thus, the sectors end up with lower output (net of the investment’s cost) and
higher wage inequality.
Section 4 provides comparative statics results for changes in the interdependence of
relative skills.12 This analysis is restricted to the symmetric case of the model, in which
the two sectors differ in the relative skill they use, but are identical otherwise. The main
result is that an increase in the interdependence of relative skills constitutes a negative
supply shock and, if jobs are abundant, increases wage polarization and wage inequality
at the top. In particular, it increases the very top wages by more than the lowest wage,
which themselves increase by more than wages in the middle of the distribution. I then
go on to demonstrate that the interdependence of relative skills depends, among other
things, on the skill contents of occupations, i.e. the degree to which manufacturing and
services use the same fundamental skills in the production process. Therefore, the results
in this section suggest a new channel through which routinization, i.e. the automation
10

In particular, wage range increases in both sectors and top wages in manufacturing rise proportionately more than the lowest wages. Wages in services increase proportionately more for workers of high
skill than of low skill as long as reservation wages are not too small.
11
That is, decrease the sum of surplus produced in the economy, net of the investment’s cost.
12
I use concordance Scarsini (1984) as the notion of interdependence. Keeping marginal distributions
unchanged, two random variables become more concordant if their joint distribution shifts up. For jointly
normally distributed variables, concordance increases if and only if correlation increases.
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driven change in task and skill content of occupations (Autor, Levy, and Murnane, 2003;
Spitz-Oener, 2006), could have caused the well documented increase in wage polarization
and inequality in the 1990s in the US (Acemoglu and Autor, 2011).13
The intuition for this result is simple: as each worker can work in at most one sector,
higher interdependence means that more high skills will remain unused. Therefore, the
de facto supply of relative skill in the economy declines. Together with symmetry, this
implies that the distribution of relative skills deteriorates in each sector in the sense of
first order stochastic dominance. To see why this implies a polarization of wages, it
is easiest to start with the original model of Roy (1951), in which the mapping from
relative skills to wages is given exogenously.14 Nevertheless, as relative skills become
more interdependent, wage distributions do change, because now most ranks in the wage
distribution are occupied by workers of lower relative skill than previously. This is the
distribution effect. The top and the bottom of the wage distribution are unaffected by
the distribution effect, as they are still occupied by the highest and least skilled workers,
respectively. Thus, the distribution effect increases wage polarization: wages fall for all
interior ranks, but remain unchanged at the top and bottom. In my model, there is,
further, the wage effect, as the deterioration in the sectoral distributions of relative skill
increases wages for all but the least skilled workers. This creates, additionally, an increase
in wage inequality at the top.15
Section 5 reviews further related literature and places my main contributions into it.
Section 6 concludes. All proofs can be found in the Appendix.

2

The Model

In this section I set the model up, characterize the equilibrium and prove its uniqueness.

2.1

The Setup

There are two sectors – manufacturing and services – and two populations: workers and
firms.
Workers There is a unit measure of workers, each endowed with a vector of fundamental
skills x = (x1 , x2 . . . xN ) ∈ Ix ⊂ RN . Denote the distribution of x as F . Workers can
either work for a firm and receive a wage or remain unemployed, in which case their
payoff is normalized to 0.
13

To the best of my knowledge, the idea that skill contents can constitute a negative supply shock and
through that affect wage polarization has not been discussed in the literature so far.
14
The relative skills of my model are a close analogue of the sector specific skills assumed by Roy
(1951).
15
The increase in wages counteracts the increase in wage polarization, but it can be shown that wages
will fall for at least some ranks in the interior of the wage distribution.
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Firms There is a measure R of firms, each endowed with vector (z, i) ∈ Iz × {M, S},
where z denotes the firm’s productivity, i ∈ {M, S} denotes the sector the firm operates
in and Iz ⊂ R. The (exogenous) distribution of (z, i) is denoted as HZ , whereas the
measure of firms in sector i is denoted as Ri > 0. Each firm hires at most one worker.
A worker-firm pair produces surplus according to the fundamental surplus function Π :
Ix × Iz × {M, S} → R≥0 . For example, if a manufacturing firm with productivity h hires
a worker with skill x, they produce surplus Π(x, z, M ). The fact that the surplus function
depends on the sector means that workers’ skill and firms’ productivity might be used
differently in each industry. If a firm does not hire a worker, it receives a reservation
profit normalized to 0.
2.1.1

Assumptions

Following Heckman and Sedlacek (1985) I assume that the fundamental surplus functions
in each sector are separable in fundamental skills and productivity.16
Assumption 1 (Properties of Surplus). In both sectors, fundamental surplus Π is separable in skills and productivity i.e. for each sector there exist mappings vi : Ix → [0, 1]
(relative skill ), hi : Iz → [0, 1] (relative productivity) and πi : [0, 1]2 → R≥0 (the reduced
surplus) such that:
A1.1 Separability: πi (vi (x), hi ) = Π(x, z, i);
A1.2 Differentiability: πi is twice continuously differentiable;
A1.3 Increasing surplus:

∂
π
∂vi i

A1.4 Supermodular surplus:

> 0, ∂h∂ i πi ≥ 0;

∂2
π
∂vi ∂hi i

≥ 0.

Separability means that the impact of fundamental skills x on surplus in sector i is
fully captured by the one-dimensional index vi = vi (x). Together with separability, the
increasingness assumption (A1.3) implies that workers and firms can be totally ordered
within each sector with respect to the surplus they produce.17 Supermodularity (A1.4)
implies that highly productive firms benefit more from hiring high-skill workers. This
ensures that within-sector matching is positive and assortative and makes the model
tractable. The comparative statics results would be unchanged if surplus was submodular.18
16

In matching context, Chiappori, Oreffice, and Quintana-Domeque (2012) assume that there exists
a single one-dimensional index that summarizes agents’ preferences. My assumption is weaker, in that
I only require firms’ ‘preferences’ over workers to be the same within a sector, but allow them to differ
across sectors.
17
That is, if one manufacturing firm produces more surplus by hiring worker x0 than worker x, then
all firms do; and analogously for firms.
18
Whether my results would hold also for surpluses that are neither super- not submodular is an open
question, but seems likely, given that the two extreme cases yield the same results.
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Assumption 2 (Properties of the Copula). Distributions F and HZ and surplus Π
are such that the joint distribution C of relative skill (vM , vS ) ∈ [0, 1]2 as well as the
distributions Hi of relative productivity hi ∈ [0, 1]:
A2.1 Differentiability: are twice continuously differentiable and
A2.2 Full support: have strictly positive, finite density on their respective supports.19
The full support assumption allows me to normalize the indices vM , vS and hM , hS in
such a way that their marginal distributions are standard uniform, using the fact that
Assumption 1 defines them only up to a monotone transformation.20 This is why I refer
to them as relative skills and productivities, respectively. Note that because the marginal
distributions of vM , vS are standard uniform, C is a copula (Sklar, 1959). Further, the
full support assumption precludes perfect (positive or negative) correlation, but otherwise
allows for very general dependence structures. For example, for C belonging to the family
of Gaussian Copulas, Assumption 2 allows for any correlation parameter ρ ∈ (−1, 1).
The formulation of the model in terms of uniformly distributed relative skills will be
referred to as the canonical formulation.21 Apart from examples and applications, I will
be working with the canonical formulation exclusively. For that reason, most of the time
I will refer to vi , hi and πi as, respectively, ‘skill’, ‘productivity’ and ‘surplus’, dropping
the ‘relative’ and ‘reduced’.
Assumption 3 (Non-Degenerate Solutions). For any i, j ∈ {M, S} with j 6= i it is the
case that Ri < 1 or πi (0, 1 − R1i ) < πj (1, 1).
This assumption is necessary and sufficient for all equilibria of this model to be nondegenerate, so that a positive measure of workers works in each sector.
2.1.2

Supply, Demand and Equilibrium

Supply of Relative Skills A worker with skill (vM , vS ) who joins sector i receives
wage wi (vi ), where wi : [0, 1] → R. Workers sort into the sector that maximizes their
wages. A worker with skill (vM , vS ) joins manufacturing if and only if:
wM (vM ) ≥ max{wS (vS ), 0},
19

(1)

It suffices if both conditions hold just on (0, 1)2 for distribution C. In particular, all results hold for
Gaussian Copula.
20
To see that this is a normalization, consider any vi0 and πi0 that meet Assumptions 1 and 2. Define
the marginal distribution of Vi0 as Fi . Then take Vi = Fi (Vi0 ) which ensures standard uniform marginal
distribution; this gives πi (vi , hi ) = πi0 (Fi−1 (vi ), hi ).
21
The canonical formulation defines equivalence classes: any two models with the same canonical
formulation will give raise to the same outcomes (i.e. wage and output distributions).
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joins services if and only if:
wS (vS ) > max{wM (vM ), 0},

(2)

and remains unemployed otherwise.22
Sectoral supply of relative skill of level t, Si (t), is defined cumulatively, as the measure
of workers with sector specific skill of at least t who join sector i, for given wage functions
wM , wS :



SM (t) = Pr VM ≥ t, wM (VM ) ≥ wS (VS ), wM (VM ) ≥ 0 ,


SS (t) = Pr VS ≥ t, wM (VM ) < wS (VS ), wS (VS ) ≥ 0 .

(3)
(4)

Note that Si (0) gives us the total measure of workers who joined sector i. Further,
together with the joint distribution C, either of SM , SS determines the other. 23
Demand for Relative Skills The demand for skills in each sector is determined by
the firms’ hiring decisions, which in turn are driven by profit maximization, with firms
taking the wage function as given. Firm hi earns profit ri (hi ) and hires worker vi∗ (hi ),
where ri : [0, 1] → R and vi∗ : [0, 1] → [0, 1], with:
ri (hi ) = max πi (v, hi ) − wi (v),

(5)

vi∗ (hi ) ∈ arg max πi (v, hi ) − wi (v).

(6)

v∈[0,1]

v∈[0,1]

Demand for skills is defined analogously to skill supply. The sectoral demand for relative
skill of level t, Di (t), is equal to the measure of sector i firms that hire workers with
sector specific skill of at least t, for a given wage function wi :


∗
Di (t) = Ri Pr vi (Hi ) ≥ t, ri (Hi ) ≥ 0 .

(7)

This definition assumes that profits are strictly increasing in productivity, which is the
case as long as ∂h∂ i πi > 0. A more general definition, holding also when surplus does not
depend on productivity, is provided in Appendix A.24
22

Of course, a worker for whom wS (vS ) = wM (vM ) is indifferent and could join either sector; however,
because such workers will be of zero measure in equilibrium, we can assign all of them to manufacturing
without loss of generality.
23
The exact relation between them is not trivial and is left for later. See proof of Theorem 2 in
Appendix C for details.
24
Additionally, my definition of vi∗ implies it is a function, which excludes the possibility of impure
matchings. This greatly simplifies notation and is without loss of generality, because all matchings –
even impure ones – will result in the same wage functions.
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The Competitive Equilibrium I focus on the competitive equilibrium, which is defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Equilibrium). An equilibrium is characterized by:
i) two sectoral relative skill supply functions Si : [0, 1] → [0, 1], consistent with workers’
sorting decisions and given by Equations (3) and (4);
ii) two sectoral relative skill demand functions Di : [0, 1] → [0, 1], consistent with firms’
profit maximization and given by Equation (7);
iii) two increasing sectoral wage functions wi : [0, 1] → R, which clear the markets:
Si (u) = Di (u) for i ∈ {M, S} and all u ∈ [0, 1].
It is worth noting that, because this model is an assignment game, the competitive
equilibrium coincides with the core (Gretsky, Ostroy, and Zame, 1992).25 I require wage
functions to be increasing for expositional ease: this can be ensured by assuming that
a worker of higher skill can always pretend to have lower skill, but not the other way
round.26

2.2

Characterization Strategy

To characterize the competitive equilibrium I deploy a two-step strategy. In the first
step, I treat sectoral supply functions Si as given and derive the wage functions that
equate supply with demand in each sector. This is very similar to the problem first
solved by Sattinger (1979). In the second step, I use those wages to find the sectoral
supply functions in a manner somewhat similar to Roy’s model.
2.2.1

First Step

In this part, I treat the sectoral supply functions as given and find the wage functions for
which demand will equal supply. Let the critical skill vic be the relative skill of the least
skilled worker who joins sector i:
vic = sup{v ∈ [0, 1] : Si (v) = Si (0)}.

(8)

In equilibrium, Si (0) cannot be greater than Ri = Di (0), as otherwise the market would
never clear; I will restrict attention to supply functions that meet this condition.
25

An earlier version of this paper has used the core – and the related concept of a stable matching –
to define the equilibrium. This older version is available at www.pawelgola.com/research.
26
Even without this assumption, wages will be increasing on any relative skill interval for which demand
is strictly increasing. However, for skill levels not demanded by any firm, wages can in principle be of
any level that ensures no firm wants to hire workers with such skill. This does not matter for equilibrium
supply and demand, but makes for cluttered exposition.
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Proposition 1. In equilibrium, wage functions are such that:
Z

vi

Si (v) 
∂ 
πi v, 1 −
dv + wi (vic )
c
∂v
R
i
i
vi



S
Si (0) 
i (0)
wi (vi ) ≥ wi (vic ) + πi vi , 1 −
− πi vic , 1 −
Ri
Ri

wi (vi ) =

for vi ≥ vic

(9)

for vi < vic .

(10)

i (0)
i (0)
where wi (vic ) ∈ [0, πi (vic , 1 − SR
)]. If, however, Si (0) < Ri then wi (vic ) = πi (vic , 1 − SR
).
i
i

It is well-known that if the surplus function is supermodular, workers and firms match
positively and assortatively: that is, the most productive firm matches with the worker
of highest relative skill, the second most productive firm matches with the second most
skilled worker, and so on. Accordingly, my Proposition 1 is essentially a restatement
of Sattinger’s (1979) famous result on wage functions under positive and assortative
matching.27 The reason for which the relationship between wages and the supply of skills
needs to be of the form specified in Proposition 1 can be easily understood from the first
order condition of the firm’s hiring decision:
wi0 (vi∗ (hi )) =

Si (vi∗ (hi )) 
∂  ∗
πi vi (hi ), 1 −
.
∂vi
Ri

Thus, the difference in wages paid to workers of marginally different skill is equal to
the difference in the surplus they produce. The value of this marginal surplus, however,
depends on the firm the worker is matched with. This, in turn, depends on the supply of
relative skills in that sector: the fewer high-skill workers are available, the better match
can be secured by any worker. The wage paid to the worker with critical skill vic depends
on whether workers are in short supply in that sector. If this is the case, then competition
drives the profits of the least productive matched firm to 0.
2.2.2

Second Step

In the second step, I treat the sectoral wage functions wM , wS as given and derive the
corresponding sectoral supply functions.28 Note that by Proposition 1 wages are strictly
increasing in each sector for vi ≥ vic . This has two important implications for sorting.
Firstly, any worker with relative services skill vS > vSc can earn a strictly positive wage
and therefore will never choose to remain unemployed. Secondly, for any such worker
27

The only difference is that my result explicitly allows for surplus to be weakly supermodular, i.e.
2
allows for ∂v∂i ∂hi πi ≥ 0. Legros and Newman (2002) call ‘famous’ the result that under weakly supermodular surpluses any stable matching can be supported only by payoff schemes that support PAM.
However, they don’t provide any references and their Proposition 3 holds only for one-sided matching
markets. Sattinger (1979) shows that the cross-derivative of the surplus function needs to be positive,
but his argument holds only for strictly positive cross-derivatives.
28
Technically, Equations 3 and 4 already do that. The challenge, however, is to express SM , SS as a
function of wages in a way that will allow me to characterize the equilibrium.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the relation between the separating function and
sorting. The hatched areas represent the space of workers with skill Vi ≥ 0.8 who join
occupation i; their supply Si (0.8) depends on how many workers reside in this space
(which depends on the copula).

there will exist a cut-off value ψ(vS ) of the relative manufacturing skill such that she will
strictly prefer to join services if vM > ψ(vS ) and strictly prefer to join manufacturing
if vM < ψ(vS ). Therefore, the sorting of workers to sectors can be easily expressed by
c
c
, 1],
, vSc and the separation function ψ : [vSc , 1] → [vM
the means of the critical skills vM
which is a mapping from manufacturing skill into the corresponding cut-off values of the
services skill.
Lemma 1. In equilibrium, the critical skills in manufacturing and services are, respectively:
c
vM
= sup{vM ∈ [0, 1] : wM (vM ) ≤ max{wS (0), 0} or vM = 0},

vSc = sup{vS ∈ [0, 1] : wS (vS ) ≤ max{wM (0), 0} or vS = 0}.

(11)
(12)

c
c
Provided that vM
, vSc < 1, it is the case that wM (vM
) = wS (vSc ).

The separation function depends on sectoral wage functions as follows:
c
ψ(vS ) = max{vM ∈ [vM
, 1] : wM (vM ) ≤ wS (vS )} for vS ≥ vSS .

(13)

Note that for vS ’s such that wS (vS ) ≤ wM (1) this implies:
wS (vS ) = wM (ψ(vS )).

(14)

The critical skills and the separation function are sufficient to characterize the sorting of
c
workers to sectors. This is depicted in Figure 1. By the definitions of vM
and vSc all but
12

c
a zero measure of workers with (vM , vS ) < (vM
, vSc ) remain unmatched. Manufacturing is
c
populated by workers with vM > vM
and vM > ψ(vS ). Services are populated by workers
c
with vS > vS and vM < ψ(vS ). The set of workers unassigned by these rules is of measure
c
zero. Thus, vM
, vSc and ψ fully determine the sectoral supply functions.

Lemma 2. Given the critical skills vM , vS and the separation function ψ, the supply of
relative skill in manufacturing and services is, respectively:
R
 1C

R
 1 C (ψ(r), r)dr, v ≥ v c
vM (r, φ(r))dr, v ≥
vS
S
v
v
SM (v) =
SS (v) =
c
S (v c )
S (v c )
v < vM
,
v < vSc ,
M M
S S
c
vM

c
where φ : [vSc , 1] → [vM
, 1] depends on ψ as follows:

φ(vM ) = sup{vS ∈ [vSc , 1] : ψ(vS ) < vM }.
In equilibrium, the separation function determines sectoral supply of skill, sectoral
supply of skill determines wages and wages determine the separation function. Any
separation function that corresponds to supply and wage functions that hold in some
equilibrium will be called an equilibrium separation function. Equilibrium separation
functions can be found by substituting Equation (2) into the results in Proposition 1 and
then substituting those into Equations (11)-(13).
Theorem 1. An equilibrium exists and is essentially unique. In particular, equilibrium
supply, demand and separation functions are unique.
The proof relies on constructing a map, the fixed point of which is equivalent to the
solution of (13) and finding a norm for which this map is a contraction mapping.29 This
c
proves that ψ(·) is unique given (vM
, vSc ) – and also continuous in them. Then showing
existence and uniqueness is merely a matter of proving that Equations (11)-(12) have a
c
, vSc ).
unique solution given the function ψ(·, vM
The existence of a unique equilibrium separation function implies trivially that there
exists an equilibrium. It means, further, that the equilibrium is essentially unique, in
that equilibrium supply and demand functions are unique. Equilibrium wage functions,
however, are uniquely determined only for vi ≥ viC by Proposition 1 and even then
possibly only up to the lowest wage wi (vic ).30
2.2.3

Sattinger and Roy

The first step in my characterization strategy is very similar to Sattinger (1979), the
second to Roy (1951). This is not a coincidence: in fact, both one-sector matching and
29
30

The norm I use is Bielecki’s norm for a high-enough parameter λ.
This is the case if RM + RS = 1, otherwise wi (vic ) is uniquely determined.
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Roy-like models are nested within this framework.31 In the case of Sattinger’s model,
that’s fairly obvious: if one of the sectors is sufficiently more productive than the other
and there is more than a unit measure of firms in it (so if Assumption 3 does not hold),
then all workers will work in that industry and the model collapses to just one sector.
The same would be the case if RM or RS was equal to 0.
As for Roy-like models, suppose that firms in both sectors are identical, in which case
the surplus produced by any match depends on the worker’s skill only.32 If, on top of
that, there is an abundance of firms in each sector (Ri > 1), then firms have no market
power. Hence, workers receive the entire surplus (wi (vi ) = πi (vi )) and their wage does
not depend on the sectoral supply of skill, exactly as in Roy’s model. In other words,
Roy-like models can be seen as two-sector matching models in which all firms from the
same sector are homogeneous.33

3

Changes to the Reduced Surplus Functions

In this section I study the effects of changes to the reduced surplus functions. I focus on
changes that are sector-specific, as I am interested in the way in which shocks and policy
interventions spread through the economy.
In all comparative statics exercises in this paper I compare the equilibria of two
specifications of the model – the old and the new one.34 The old specification is denoted
by c1 and the new one by c2 . For example, πM (·, c1 ) is the old reduced surplus function
in manufacturing, whereas πM (·, c2 ) is the new one. I start the analysis by defining two
key concepts, vertical differentiation of workers and an increase in surplus levels.
Definition 2 (Vertical Differentiation). Workers in manufacturing become (strictly)
0
00
more vertically differentiated if, for any hM ∈ [0, 1] and any 0 ≤ vM
< vM
≤ 1:
00
0
00
0
πM (vM
, hM , c2 ) − πM (vM
, hM , c2 )(>) ≥ πM (vM
, hM , c1 ) − πM (vM
, hM , c1 ).

Workers become more vertically differentiated in manufacturing if the difference in
the surplus they produce increases for all levels of relative skill and all firms.35 This is
31

The actual models by Sattinger and Roy are not, strictly speaking. In the former case, the reason
is that Sattinger allows for cases in which both firms and workers are unemployed, which is ruled out
here by the assumption of positive surpluses – so only certain special cases of his model are nested. In
the latter, the reason is that Roy uses bi-variate log-normal distribution of skills, which is not defined
over an rectangle – however, we can get an arbitrarily good approximation of Roy’s model, by using
bi-variate log-normal distribution, truncated arbitrarily high and arbitrarily close to zero. This is done
in Section 3.1.1 and Appendix D.
32
This implies Πz (•) = 0, which is allowed by my assumptions.
33
An example would be the Gaussian-Exponential specification, which will be introduced in Section 3.1.1, with RM , RS > 1 and γM = γS = 0.
34
With both specifications meeting all conditions from Section 2, including Assumption 3.
35
This is equivalent to an increase in the marginal surplus of relative skill for all matches in manufac-
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equivalent to an increase in the spread of the distribution of Π(X, h, M ) in the sense of
Bickel and Lehmann (1979) (for all h ∈ [0, 1]).
Definition 3 (Increase in Levels). The level of surplus produced in manufacturing increases universally if, for all (vM , hM ) ∈ [0, 1]2 , πM (vM , hM , c2 ) ≥ πM (vM , hM , c1 ).
The level of surplus produced in manufacturing increases universally if any match
in manufacturing produces more surplus than before. This is a very strong condition.
Yet, I will demonstrate in this section that, despite its strength, a universal increase in
manufacturing surplus level is not sufficient to generate an increase in the equilibrium
supply of skill in manufacturing. Further, I will provide an example showing that this
condition does not even guarantee – on its own – that the total surplus (so the sum of
surpluses produced by all firms) produced in manufacturing increases.
In Section 3.1 I first show that if jobs are scarce (RM + RS ≤ 1) an increase in vertical
differentiation of manufacturing workers is sufficient for an increase in the equilibrium
supply of relative skill in that sector, regardless of what happens to the levels of surplus.
Then I consider a series of structured examples, which a) illustrate that vertical differentiation of workers can increase due to changes in either the distribution of fundamental
skills x, the distribution of fundamental productivities (z|i) or changes in the fundamental surplus function Π; b) demonstrate that a universal increase in manufacturing surplus
levels accompanied by a fall in vertical differentiation can result in lower total surplus
in manufacturing and c) explore the implications of my results. In Section 3.2 I then
consider the abundant jobs case (RM + RS > 1) and show that in this case an increase in
both differentiation and levels is needed to ensure higher equilibrium supply of relative
skill in manufacturing.

3.1

Scarce Jobs

Scarcity of jobs implies that all firms are matched, the measure of firms in each sector
is fixed and the positive and assortative matching function in each sector is equal to the
distribution of the relevant relative skill in that sector, Gi : [vic , 1] → [0, 1]:


Gi (v) = Pr Vi ≤ t|wM (VM ) ≥ wS (VS ), wM (VM ) ≥ 0 .
Lemma 3. If RM + RS ≤ 1 then Si (0) = Ri which implies that Gi (vi ) = 1 − SiR(vi i ) . If
c
jobs are strictly scarce (RM + RS < 1), then additionally wM (vM
) = wS (vSc ) = 0.
All firms must be matched if jobs are scarce, because otherwise the unmatched firms
would hire the unmatched workers. With strictly scarce jobs, the competition from the
turing:

∂
∂vM

πM (vM , hM , c2 ) ≥ (>) ∂v∂M πM (vM , hM , c1 ) for all (vM , hM ) ∈ [0, 1]2 .
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unemployed workers drives the wages of the least skilled employed workers down to their
reservation payoff.
Proposition 2. If jobs are scarce and workers in manufacturing become more vertically
differentiated, then (i) the distribution of relative skill in manufacturing improves in first
order stochastic dominance sense; (ii) the distribution of relative skill in services deteriorates in first order stochastic dominance sense. If, further, the increase in differentiation
is strict, then strictly more relative skill is supplied to manufacturing and strictly less to
services.
This result can be best understood by focusing on its impact on the demand for
relative skills. How do manufacturing firms’ hiring decisions change after an increase in
vertical differentiation, but before the wage functions had time to adjust?36 Because the
difference in surplus produced by different workers has increased, but the difference in
wages has not, workers of high skill become relatively underpaid. In consequence, all firms
want to hire a worker of higher relative skill than in the old equilibrium: the demand for
relative skill shifts up.37 This is depicted in the left panel of Figure 2. Note that with
scarce jobs, all firms want to hire some worker and, hence, their hiring decisions depend
on the differences in surplus only: the levels play no role at all. The upward shift in skill
demand draws in additional marginal high-skill workers into manufacturing and causes
some marginal low skill workers leave for services, which is depicted in the right panel of
Figure 2.
In addition to its impact on sorting, the upward shift in demand for relative skill
affects wages as well. To bring the most interesting results into focus, in the discussion
on wages I focus on strict increases in vertical differentiation; all results extend easily to
the more general case. It is also worth noting that with strict supermodularity results (i)
and (iii) below hold strictly.
Proposition 3. If jobs are scarce and workers in manufacturing become strictly more
vertically differentiated, then (i) in services, wages increase for all workers and the higher
the relative skill the greater the increase; (ii) in manufacturing, wages increase strictly for
a positive mass of the most relative skilled workers; and (iii) in both sectors the range of
the wage distribution increases, strictly in manufacturing. If jobs are strictly scarce, then,
36

That is, if firms still have to pay wage wM (vM ) for relative skill vM .
The reasoning here is the same as in the monotone comparative statics results in Milgrom and
Shannon (1994), with vertical differentiation being an analogous condition to increasing differences.
Accordingly, an increase in vertical differentiation is a stronger condition that is needed for Proposition 2
to hold. What is sufficient is that the marginal surplus of relative skill increases for all existing matches,
rather than globally (see Theorem 2 and proof thereof in Appendix C). For small changes in the surplus
function this weaker condition is equivalent to an upward shift in demand. In general, however, these
two are not equivalent: as an example, consider a change in surplus from vM hM + 1 to 1 for all vM < 1
and 2 for vM = 1. Under old wages, all firms would like to hire vM = 1. However, the measure of such
workers is zero, so in equilibrium essentially all manufacturing firms would be hiring only those workers
whose services skill is to low to enable them employment in services.
37
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Figure 2: Left panel: v ∗ is the skill of the worker hired by firm h in the old equilibrium.
All workers with skill v ∈ (v ∗ , v 0 ) are strictly preferred by the firm after the increase in
differentiation, but before wage functions had time to adjust.
Right panel: change in equilibrium separating function.

further, the increases in wages and wage range in services are strict and manufacturing
wages fall strictly for a positive mass of the least relative skilled workers.
Wages increase for manufacturing workers of high relative skill, as those workers are
now in higher demand; similarly, wages fall for low-skilled workers in manufacturing, as
those workers are now less in demand.38 It is not true, in general, that the wage of a
worker with higher skill increases by more than the wage of a worker with lower skill.
This is because there are two effects in play in manufacturing. On the one hand, the
increase in vertical differentiation increases the wages of high-skill workers by more. On
the other hand, however, the increase in the supply of skill means that workers with higher
skill face tougher competition than previously, which lowers their wages in comparison to
manufacturing workers of lower skill. In the services sector, the fall in the supply of skill
is the only force affecting wages. Thus, wages become more spread out in the Bickel and
Lehmann (1979) sense: i.e. the difference in wages earned by workers of any two levels
of relative skill increases.
In addition to the results in Proposition 3, in the case of services we can say a little bit
more about measures of inequality other than range. Keeping relative skill distribution
constant, the increase in the spread of services wages raises its variance.39 This means that
variance increases for the incumbents, i.e. the workers who work in services both in the
old and the new equilibrium.40 It does not, however, necessarily imply an overall increase
in wage variance in services, as the distribution of relative skill does change.41 Keeping
the wage function constant, the fall in the supply of relative skill has an ambiguous
38

c
If RM + RS = 1 then it is possible that vM
= 0 both in the old and new equilibrium, in which case
wM (0) = wS (0) = 0 and there is no change in wage for the least skilled worker.
39
Follows from 3.B.25 in Shaked and Shanthikumar (2007).
40
Formally, the set of incumbents is defined as I = {(vM , vS ) : wS (vS , c1 ) >
wM (vM , rho1 ) and wS (vS , c2 ) > wM (vM , rho2 )}.
41
In fact, it is the change in relative skill distribution that spreads out sector two wage in the first
place.
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effect on variance. Hence, the overall effect of an increase in vertical differentiation of
manufacturing workers on wage variance in services is ambiguous.
Both wage range and variance are measures of absolute wage inequality. In many
contexts, however, relative inequality might be of more interest. In manufacturing, the
ratio of wages earned by highest and lowest skilled workers increases strictly, because highskill workers earn strictly more and workers of lowest skill strictly less than previously.
In services, however, the direction of the change in relative inequality depends on the
workers’ reservation payoff. So far, the reservation payoff has been normalized to 0, as
it is of no import for the equilibrium, changes in sorting patterns and changes in wage
levels.42 It does, however, matter for the change in relative inequality in services: the
same increase in the difference in wages can result in higher or lower ratio of wages,
depending on what the original wage level was. In particular, if jobs are strictly scarce
and the reservation payoff is high enough, relative wage inequality increases in services,
in that the ratio of wages earned by high and low-skilled workers goes up.43 Note that
this could never happen in a model where workers are perfect substitutes.
Proposition 4. If jobs are scarce and manufacturing workers become more vertically
differentiated, then both total surplus and profits fall in services. If, further, the level of
surplus in manufacturing increases universally, then total surplus produced in manufacturing increases as well, as does total surplus produced in the economy.
As was the case with wages, profits and total surplus in services are affected only
by the fall in skill supply. Lower supply of skills means that firms are matched with
less skilled workers, which decreases both their profits and the surplus they produce.
In manufacturing, total surplus and profits are affected both by the increase in skill
supply and the change in the surplus function. If surplus levels increase universally, then
the surplus produced by any manufacturing firm increases and, in consequence, total
surplus in manufacturing rises. If vertical differentiation increases, but surplus levels
fall universally, the effect on production in manufacturing is ambiguous. An example is
provided in Section 3.1.2.
42

As longs as the assumption that every match produces more than the sum of the workers’ and firms’
reservation payoffs.
43
We can write the ratio of wages earned by two different workers in services as:
wS (vS00 ) − wS (vS0 )
wS (vS00 ) + pw
=1+
,
0
wS (vS ) + pw
pw + wS (vS0 )
where pW denotes the workers’ reservation payoff and wS (·) is the wage function under pW = 0. This
increases if and only if:
pw >

(wS (vS00 , c1 ) − wS (vS0 , c1 ))wS (vS0 , c2 ) + (wS (vS00 , c2 ) − wS (vS0 , c2 ))wS (vS0 , c1 )
.
(wS (vS00 , c2 ) − wS (vS00 , c1 )) − (wS (vS0 , c2 ) − wS (vS0 , c1 ))

00
0
If jobs are scarce and for vM
close to 1 and vM
close to vSc (c1 ) both the denominator and numerator of
the RHS have to be strictly positive by Proposition 3 and thus there exists a high enough pw for which
relative inequality increases.
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The change in profits of manufacturing firms depends, besides the level of surplus and
∂
the supply of skill, also on the vertical differentiation of firms, i.e. the change in ∂h
πM .
This is explored in more detail in Section 3.2.
3.1.1

Gaussian-Exponential Specification

In the rest of my analysis of the scarce jobs case I provide three examples, each of
them illustrating a different type of change that could cause an increase (or decrease) in
vertical differentiation of workers. I do this using the following, Gaussian-Exponential
specification of the model.
The vector x of fundamental skills is jointly normally distributed with mean µx and
covariance matrix Σx . Productivity z conditional on the firm operating in sector i is
distributed uniformly on [β i , β̄i ], with β̄i > β i ≥ 0. The fundamental surplus function


T
1−e−δαi x
in sector i is given by Π(x, z, i) = Ai +
z γi , where αi = [αi1 , αi2 . . . αiN ]T
δ
is a N-dimensional vector of (fundamental) skill requirements, Ai > 0 determines the
extent to which productivity influences surplus irrespective of skill, δi determines the
curvature of surplus as a function of skill and γi ≥ 0 determines the extent to which
skills and productivity are supermodular. Note that with δ < 0 this model is equivalent
to a model in which ln(x) is jointly normally distributed and surplus is multiplicative:
(Ai + αi xT )zi .44
In the Gaussian-Exponential specification, each sector uses some linear combination
of the fundamental skill components in its production process. Denote the linear combination of skills required by sector i as vi0 (x) = αi xT , which gives us a vector of indices
0
, vS0 ) that are N(µ, Σ) distributed, with
(vM
"
µ=

µM
µS ,

#

"
= αµx , Σ =

2
σM
ρσM σS
ρσM σS
σS2

#

"
= αΣx αT and α =

αM
αS

#
.

Normalising vi0 and z|i in such a way that their marginal distributions are standard
normal, yields the following canonical formulation of the model:
 

γi
1
−δ Φ−1 (vi )σi +µi
πi (vi , hi ) = Ai + 1 − e
(β̄i − β i )hi + β i ) ,
 δ

C(vM , vS ) = Φρ Φ−1 (vM ), Φ−1 (vS ) ,
where Φρ is the cdf of a standardised bivariate normal distribution with correlation ρ
and Φ is the cdf of univariate standard normal distribution.45 In the three following
44

Note that if jobs were abundant in both sectors (Ri > 1) and δ = −1, Ai = 1 and γi = 0, then this
specification reduces to the model in Roy (1951): the logarithm of skills is joint normally distributed
and the surplus function does not depend on firm’s productivity.
45
The Gaussian-Exponential specification does not meet Assumption 1, as it is not defined for vi = 1
and not differentiable for vi ∈ {0, 1}. Formally, I solve this problem by working with a surplus function
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examples, the assumption that jobs are scarce is maintained; in general, however, the GE
specification is applicable also if jobs are abundant.46
3.1.2

Public Investment in Education

Suppose the government would like to boost the total surplus produced in manufacturing,
by investing in the education of a skill that is used more intensively in manufacturing than
services.47 To make things really simple, I focus on the extreme case in which one of the
fundamental skills (x1 ) is (nearly) manufacturing-specific, with αS1 ≈ 0.48 Investment in
the quality of x1 training increases its mean µ1 . Table 1 provides a numerical example
with three fundamental skills: x1 is manufacturing-specific, x2 is services-specific, whereas
x3 is a general purpose skill, used with equal weight in both sectors.
The investment in skill x1 will have two effects: the direct effect and the sorting
effect. The direct effect is the change that would happen if there was no re-sorting of
workers; the sorting effect captures the impact of re-sorting. The direct effect is positive,
because an improvement in µM 1 increases πM for any possible match. The direction of the
sorting effect, however, depends on whether the investment in x1 increases or decreases
the vertical differentiation of manufacturing workers. As a benchmark, note that for
univariate normally distributed variables, a change in µ has no effect on the spread of
their distribution. Therefore, for surplus that is linear in skill (δ → 0) an investment in
µ1 does not affect workers’ vertical differentiation; hence, there is no sorting effect and
manufacturing expands purely due to the positive direct effect.
The situation is quite different if δ is negative. In this case the fundamental surplus
function is convex in skill and, therefore, any improvement in the distribution of x1 in
FOSD sense increases the differences in the surplus produced by workers of different relative skill. In other words, manufacturing workers become more vertically differentiated.
This causes a positive sorting effect in manufacturing, in line with Proposition 2. At the
same time, the supply of skills decreases in services, causing its contraction.
with an additional truncation parameter ai , which approaches πi as ai → 0 (see Appendix D for details).
Then, in simulations, I just set ai close to 0. This procedure is equivalent to first aggregating x and
then truncating the aggregate vi0 at values far removed from the mean. For expositional simplicity I will
ignore this problem in the main body.
46
With no changes if δ < 0; otherwise, vi0 needs to be truncated to ensure that πi > 0, because –
otherwise – πM would admit negative values for vi ≈ 0, regardless of the value of other parameters. See
Appendix D for details.
47
There exists a plethora of reasons why this might be the governments goal, some of them economically justifiable, others less so. The government might be worried about deindustrialization for strategic
reasons, or because manufacturing sector is a powerful engine for productivity growth and experiences
unconditional productivity convergence, unlike services (Rodrik, 2013). On the other hand, the government might be focused on manufacturing for purely political reasons: thinking manufacturing growth is
more salient or having electorate and donors that are concentrated in manufacturing.
48
If the model was initially symmetric, this assumption would not be needed, αM 1 > αS1 being
sufficient. In the asymmetric case, however, the exact shape of the equilibrium separation function
matters for how much more important x1 needs to be in manufacturing than services for Proposition 2
to apply.
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% change in output for δ =
Sector
Manufacturing

Services

Type of effect

−1 (convex)

0 (linear)

1 (concave)

direct
sorting
overall
overall

1.12
1.34
2.04
-0.82

0.48
0
0.48
0

0.64
-0.68
-0.04
0.47

Table 1: The effects of an increase in µ1 from 0 to 1.
Computed for Gaussian-Exponential
specification:
N = 3; x ≈ N(0, I) (I is the identity
√
√
matrix);αS = [0.2, 0, 0.96]T , αS = [0, 0.2, 0.96]T ; Ai = 41; β i = 2, β̄i = 3, γi = 2,
Ri = 0.49.

If δ is positive, then surplus in services is concave in skills. By analogous reasoning,
an increase in µ1 makes manufacturing workers less vertically differentiated. This is
plausible in the context of education, where often the biggest gains in productivity come
from closing the gap between students that are already high achieving, and those who
are underperforming. However, if this is the case, then the sorting effect is negative: the
investment in the manufacturing-specific skill makes firms less willing to hire workers of
high relative skill and worsens sorting into that sector. In extreme cases, the negative
sorting effect can dominate the positive direct effect and cause a decline in manufacturing
(Table 1 provides an example). Thus, this seemingly straightforward policy can easily
backfire in this model. Note that this could never happen in a selection model with
perfect substitution of workers.49
The results for the concave case have further counterintuitive implications. For example, if the government had to choose whether to invest in x1 and x2 then, wanting
to boost manufacturing, its best option might be to invest in the services-specific skill.
Furthermore, such an investment could lead to a contraction of services, implying that
manufacturing expands by more than the whole economy. This puts in doubt the conclusions from Justman and Thisse (1997) and Poutvaara (2008), who argue that if workers
can migrate between regions (sectors) then governments will necessarily under-invest in
the training of skills, foreign (here: services) specific skills in particular.50
As an aside, this example is a good showcase for the canonical formulation’s ad49

In such models, the change in skill supply has two effects: it changes sorting and the relative price of
the manufacturing task (which is analogous to the relative manufacturing skill in this model). Suppose
manufacturing contracted following an increase in the supply of the manufacturing-specific skill. This
is possible only if the supply of the manufacturing task decreased, which – in turn – implies that the
supply of the services task increased. But this would raise the relative price of the manufacturing task,
which – together with the increase in the supply of x1 – would lead to an expansion of manufacturing;
contradiction.
50
This literature models the strategic interactions much more carefully, which is beyond the scope of
this paper; nevertheless, this example should make it clear that in my model it is not certain that there
will be underinvestment in foreign-specific skills.
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vantages. In terms of the fundamental formulation, an increase in µ1 affects only the
(multivariate) sectoral supply of (fundamental) skills. In equilibrium, sectoral supply of
fundamental skills is driven partly by the increase in µ1 and partly by sorting, generally
with an ambiguous end effect. In the canonical formulation, this is decomposed into an
improvement in the reduced surplus function, which captures the direct effect of the increase in µ1 ; and a change in the sectoral supply of relative skill, capturing the effect on
sorting. In particular, this allows for a meaningful comparison of the quality of workers
who sort into manufacturing, even in cases when the distribution of fundamental skill has
changed.
3.1.3

Productivity Distribution and Inequality Transmission

I will now study the impact of an improvement in the distribution of firms’ productivity:
the most natural interpretation of such an improvement is the introduction of a more
efficient technology, although trade liberalization could have a similar effect (see Melitz,
2003; Sampson, 2014).51 In the Gaussian-Exponential specification, the distribution of
firms’ productivity z in sector i depends on two parameters: β i and β̄i . An increase in either of those improves the distribution of productivity in first order stochastic dominance
sense, but their effect on the spread of productivity distribution differs. Specifically, an
∂
πi falls, whereas β̄i has the
increase in β i makes firms more similar, in the sense that ∂h
opposite effect. This difference matters for how firms’ profits change, but – in the baseline
model discussed here – has the same effect on sorting, qualitatively.52 This is because
any improvement in the distribution of z|i increases the fundamental productivity of a
firm with relative productivity hi . As fundamental surplus is strictly supermodular in
the Gaussian-Exponential specification (for ρi > 0), this means that for any relative
productivity hi the difference in the surplus produced by workers of high and low relative skill increases. Thus, surplus levels increase and manufacturing workers become
more vertically differentiated. This reasoning applies more generally than just for the
Gaussian-Exponential specification.
Lemma 4. If Π(x, z, i) is strictly increasing in productivity then, under Assumptions 1
and 3, an improvement in the distribution of (Z|M ) in the first order stochastic dominance
sense implies that manufacturing workers become more vertically differentiated.
Therefore, if jobs are scarce, Propositions 2 to 4 hold if either β i and β̄i increase.
Consequently, the adoption of more efficient technologies makes the least skilled workers
in that sector worse off (Proposition 3).53 Crucially, the relation between the distribution
51

Note, however, that in Melitz model trade liberalization changes also the mass of firms, which is not
the case here.
52
With endogenous entry of firms, the effect on sorting would be different.
53
This is reminiscent of the effects in the task-based model of Acemoglu and Autor (2011), where e.g.
high skill augmenting technology could result in a fall in wages for medium skilled workers.
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% change in
Sector
Manufacturing
Services

Type of effect

surplus

wage variance

wage range

direct
overall
overall

19.37
20.28
-0.77

82.39
-13.52
58.44

39.42
14.31
13.54

Table 2: The effects of an increase in β M from 2 to 2.5.
Computed for Gaussian-Exponential
specification:
N = 3; x ≈ N(0, I) (I is the identity
√
√
T
matrix); αS = [0.2, 0, 0.96] , αS = [0, 0.2, 0.96]T ; δ = 1; Ai = 41; β i = 2, β̄i = 3,
γi = 2, Ri = 0.49.

of productivity and workers’ differentiation implies that technological change which is
restricted to just one sector can increase wage inequality in many industries. A numerical
example using the concave case of the Gaussian-Exponential specification is provided
in Table 2. In this example, β M increases and all manufacturing firms become more
productive, but also more similar. This affects wage inequality in manufacturing directly,
increasing drastically both wage range and wage variance. However, the sorting effect
works in the opposite direction: wage inequality falls in manufacturing and increases in
finance. Overall, and in line with Proposition 2 wage range increases in both sectors. The
increase is stronger in manufacturing (which is true in general, not just in this example),
but the magnitude is very similar in both sectors. The results for variance are even more
striking, albeit less general: variance decreases in manufacturing overall, but increases
in services. This suggests that, for example, Rosen’s (1981) superstar effect could be
driving the increases in wage inequality also in sectors that are not directly affected by
the improvements in communication technology.
The effect of an improvement in β i on total surplus is as implied by Proposition 4
and Lemma 4: there is an increase in manufacturing and fall in services.
3.1.4

Inter-regional Competition for Skills as a Force for Inequality

Suppose that the two sectors are concentrated in two distinct regions: the manufacturing
region and the services region. In the English context this could be thought of as the
North of England and London. The manufacturing region considers an investment in
regional broadband infrastructure. I will assume that such an investment would improve
the surplus produced by all matches in manufacturing, but particularly so for matches
involving high-skill workers: for suggestive evidence that broadband internet is indeed a
complement with skill see Akerman, Gaarder, and Mogstad (2015). Formally, this will
be captured by an increase in the exponent γM .54
54

I will assume here that βM ≥ 1, to ensure that an increase in γM raises surplus.
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% change in
Sector
Manufacturing
Services

Type of effect

surplus

wage variance

wage range

direct
overall
overall

9.87
10.30
-0.41

23.56
38.15
-14.33

11.49
11.21
0.24

Table 3: The effects of an increase in γM from 2 to 2.1.
Computed for Gaussian-Exponential
specification:
N = 3; x ≈ N(0, I) (I is the identity
√
√
T
matrix); αS = [0.2, 0, 0.96] , αS = [0, 0.2, 0.96]T ; δ = −1; Ai = 41; β i = 2, β̄i = 3,
γi = 2, Ri = 0.49.

An increase in γM increases both the level of surplus and workers’ vertical differentiation in manufacturing. Thus, its direct effect is an increase in total surplus and an
increase in inequality. After workers re-sort, total surplus increases further, whilst wage
range decreases. In the numerical example provided in Table 3 resorting increases wage
variance in manufacturing and decreases it in services, but this effect is not general (as
we have seen in Section 3.1.3). In services, total surplus falls and wage range increases.
Suppose that the two sectors are symmetric and both regions need to decide whether
to invest in broadband. In particular, suppose that the direct increase in total surplus is
lower than the investment’s cost, but the overall increase is well worth the cost, regardless
of what the other region decided. The two regional governments have to simultaneously
choose whether to invest in broadband infrastructure and their payoff is the percentage
change in average surplus net of the investment cost per capita (if any). The strategic
form of this game is presented below, for the specification from Table 3 and investment
cost per-capita equal to 10% of the pre-game average surplus.

Services

γS = 1
γS = 1.1

Manufacturing
γM = 1
γM = 1.1
0%, 0%
-0.41%, 0.3%
0.3%, -0.41% -0.13%, -0.13%

This is clearly a Prisoner’s Dilemma, with both governments investing in broadband
in equilibrium. This means that neither of them improves the supply of skills in their
region and their gains are limited to the investment’s direct effect, which is not worth its
cost. As a consequence, wage inequality increases in both regions as well (see Table 3).55
In general, investments that increase workers’ vertical differentiation impose a negative
externality on other regions, whilst also increasing overall wage inequality. This suggests
that interregional, or in fact international, competition for high-skill workers is a force
for greater inequality.
55

Note that because there is no resorting in the equilibrium of the investment game, both sectors will
experience just the direct effects of the investment.
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3.2

Abundant Jobs

If jobs are abundant (R1 + R2 > 1), the level of surplus plays a role in determining the
extensive margin of firm’s hiring decision: that is, whether to hire any worker at all or to
exit the market. In particular, if there was no change in workers’ vertical differentiation
in manufacturing but the level of surplus fell, then some low productivity manufacturing firms would likely decide to leave the market, which would shift the demand for
relative manufacturing skill down. To address this, in the section I focus on changes in
reduced surplus that both increase workers’ vertical differentiation and increase the levels
of surplus.
Proposition 5. If a) jobs are abundant, b) surplus levels increase universally in manufacturing and c) manufacturing workers become more vertically differentiated, then more
relative skill is supplied to manufacturing and less to services in equilibrium (SM (vM )
increases and SS (vS ) falls for all vi ). If the increase in vertical differentiation is strict,
then the changes in relative skill supply are strict for some vi .
Let us again consider the change in manufacturing firms’ hiring decisions after the
reduced surplus function has changed, but before wage functions adjusted. By the same
logic as outlined in Section 3.1 every firm will want to hire a more skilled worker than
previously. Additionally, some firms that did not find it profitable to hire anyone previously, will now decide to hire a low skilled worker, because of the increase in surplus
levels. Thus, again, the demand for relative skill in manufacturing shifts up, which draws
in additional workers from services, so that employment rises in manufacturing and falls
in services.56 Note that this time some of those additional workers could be of relatively
low skill, as the increase in surplus levels implies that manufacturing generally became
more productive, compared to services.
The difference between the scarce and abundant jobs cases is that in the former only
the intensive margin of demand matters (which worker is hired by firm hM ), whereas in the
abundant jobs case the extensive margin matters as well (does firm hM hire any worker).
Furthermore, if jobs are abundant in both sectors (Ri ≥ 1), then in the important special
case of Roy-like models the intensive margin does not matter at all for the equilibrium
supply of relative skill.In general, demand shifts at the intensive margin increase the
relative market power of high-skill workers, allowing them to receive a greater share
of surplus. However, in Roy-like models, firms are not sufficiently heterogeneous to
have any market power at all, as each firm can always be replaced by an identical,
unmatched company. Therefore, workers always receive the entire surplus, regardless of
how differentiated they are. More generally, vertical differentiation of workers has an
56

The increase (fall) in manufacturing (services) employment follows immediately from the increase
(fall) in skill supply.
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impact on equilibrium sorting only if firms heterogeneity is substantial enough to allow
at least some of them a degree of market power.
Proposition 6. If a) jobs are abundant, b) surplus levels increase universally in manufacturing and c) manufacturing workers become more vertically differentiated, then all
wages increase in services, as well as wages of the most skilled manufacturing workers.
Less skill is supplied to services and thus, again, wages rise.57 In manufacturing, the
wages of high-skill workers rise, as they are in higher demand. However, the change in
wages of least skilled workers is ambiguous: this is because the demand for those workers
might not have fallen. Whilst it is true that the firms that employed them previously
will now demand better workers, manufacturing firms that previously were not employing
anyone, might now want to hire those low-skilled workers.
The impact on wage range is ambiguous in both sectors, as the increase in surplus
levels may, in certain cases, be equality-enhancing.
Proposition 7. If a) jobs are abundant, b) surplus levels increase universally in manufacturing and c) manufacturing workers become more vertically differentiated, then both
total surplus and profits fall in services, whereas the total surplus produced in manufacturing rises.
The results for profits and total surplus are exactly the same as in the scarce jobs
case, as is the intuition for them. In the abundant jobs case, however, it is particularly
easy to see why an increase in workers’ differentiation and surplus levels is not enough
to ensure an increase in manufacturing profits. Suppose that the old surplus function
πM (vM , hM , c1 ) = vM hM changes to πM (vM , hM , c2 ) = vM and that RM > 1. This
increases both the surplus produced in any match and increases the marginal surplus of
skill, in both cases because hM ≤ 1. Under the new surplus function, however, firms are
identical and abundant and, thus, receive no profit (regardless of the supply of skill in
manufacturing).

4

Changes in Interdependence

In this section, I study the effects of an increase in the interdependence of relative skills.
To make this problem tractable, I restrict attention to the symmetric case. I show that,
if jobs are abundant, an increase in skill interdependence results in wage polarization,
that is wages decrease more for workers in the interior of the wage distribution than
for the lowest and highest earners. Later, I use the Gaussian-Exponential specification
57

It is worth noting, that although wages spread in the Bickel and Lehmann (1979) sense, this does
not necessarily result in a widening of the pay gap between top and bottom workers. The reasons is that
critical skill in sector two may rise – as the measure of active sector two firms falls.
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from Section 3.1.1 to demonstrate that a change in the proportion in which sectors use
fundamental skills will result in a change in relative skill interdependence. For example, if
cognitive skills become more important in manufacturing, then – assuming that originally
manufacturing was less cognitive skill intensive – relative skill interdependence increases.
This matches empirical evidence: skill contents of occupations appear changed between
the 1970s and late 1990s (Autor et al., 2003), which was followed by an increase in wage
polarization in the 1990s and early 2000s (Acemoglu and Autor, 2011).58
Definition 4. The model is symmetric iff: (i) C(vM , vS ) = C(vS , vM ) for all (vM , vS ) ∈
[0, 1]2 ; (ii) πM (v, h) = πS (v, h) for all (v, h) ∈ [0, 1]2 and (iii) RM = RS .
In the symmetric case, workers simply choose the sector in which their relative skill
is higher. This results in identical sectoral relative skill distributions, wages and sector
sizes.
Definition 5 (Scarsini, 1984). The copula C(•, c2 ) is more concordant than copula
C(•, c1 ) iff:
C(vM , vS , c2 ) ≥ C(vM , vS , c1 )
(15)
for all (vM , vS ) ∈ [0, 1]2 .
The concordance ordering formalizes the idea of greater interdependence, as higher
concordance implies that large values of VM are more likely to go with large values of
VS . For example, for bivariate random variables with a Gaussian copula, an increase
in concordance is equivalent to an increase in the correlation parameter ρ (Joe, 1997).59
Note that an increase in concordance is equivalent to a fall in overall supply of skill.
This is because an increase in concordance increases the measure of workers with relative
skill lower than (v, v) for any v ∈ [0, 1]; accordingly, there are fewer workers whose
skill in at least one sector is greater than v. And because each worker can work in at
most one sector, what truly matters is how many workers are highly skilled in at least
one dimension. I will call the concordance ordering strict whenever Equation 15 holds
strictly for all (vM , vS ) ∈ (0, 1)2 .
Proposition 8. Suppose the model is symmetric and the distribution of relative skills
becomes more concordant. Then, in each sector: (i) the distribution of relative skill
deteriorates in first order stochastic dominance sense; (ii) wages increase for any relative
skill level; (iii) wage range increases; (iv) profits fall for all firms and (v) the total surplus
decreases.
58

It is worth noting that my results do not imply that any change in skill contents will result in greater
polarization of wages, only changes that make the two sectors use more similar fundamental skills.
59
I call ρ the correlation parameter, because for variables with Gaussian copula and normal marginal
distributions it is equal to linear correlation.
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A more concordant relative skill distribution implies a downward shift in relative
skill supply in both sectors, which directly translates into less skill being supplied in
equilibrium in each sector. This decreases profits and output, but increases wages. The
lowest wage, however, remains unchanged and thus wage range goes up.
Proposition 8 specifies changes in wages as a function of relative skill: empirically,
however, it is much easier to observe the distribution of wages. Fortunately, if jobs are
abundant and the model is symmetric, then the distribution of wages can be studied
easily. Denote the distribution of wages in the economy as DW .60 In the symmetric case,
the overall wage distribution is identical to either of the sectoral wage distributions, with:
DW (t) = Gi (wi−1 (t)),
which results in an inverse wage distribution function W : [0, 1] → R≥0 :

W (t) = wi G−1
(t)
.
i

(16)

The inverse wage distribution function gives us the wage earned by a worker whose rank in
the wage distribution is t. For example, W (0.5) is the median wage. As in Section 3.1 in
2
the discussion on wages are will focus on the case of strict supermodularity ( ∂v∂i ∂hi πi > 0).
Proposition 9 (Wage Polarization). Suppose that jobs are abundant, the model is symmetric and the distribution of relative skills becomes strictly more concordant. Then the
distribution of wages becomes more polarized, i.e. i) the lowest wage remains unchanged;
ii) highest wage increases strictly and iii) there exists a rank t̄ ∈ (0, 1) such that the
inverse distribution function takes strictly lower values for t ∈ (0, t̄).
I interpret this as an increase in wage polarization because it implies that wages for
the lowest and highest ranked workers increase more (decrease less) then for some workers
of intermediate rank. This is depicted in Figure 3. To understand the intuition for this
result note that an increase in the interdependence of relative skills has two effects on
the inverse wage function. Firstly, because the distribution of relative skill deteriorates
in each sector, G−1
i (t) falls, which means that any rank t ∈ (0, 1) is now occupied by
a less skilled worker. This is the distribution effect. It is the distribution effect that
provides the force for an increase in wage polarization, by decreasing wages in the middle
of the distribution, whilst keeping wage at the very top and bottom of the distribution
unchanged.
Secondly, wi (vi ) increases, which means that the wage paid for any relative skill level
vi ∈ (0, 1] increases strictly. This is the wage effect. The wage effect counteracts the
increase in wage polarization somewhat, because it increases the wages earned by workers
of higher relative skill by more than those earned by workers of lower skill. On the other
60


DW (w) = Pr max{wM (VM ), wS (VS )} ≥ w max{wM (VM ), wS (VS )} > 0 .
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Figure 3: The effect of an increase in concordance on wages. The Gaussian-Exponential
specification, increase from ρ = 0.66 to ρ = 0.99.
Specification: σi = 1, µi = 0, δ = − 13 , βi = 4, Ai = and γ =, for i ∈ {1, 2}.

hand, it is the wage effect that increases wage inequality, measured as the difference (or
ratio) of wages earned by highest and least earning workers: although the fall in the
overall supply of skill increases wages for all relative skill levels, the increase is greater
for high-skill workers.61 Overall, the distribution effect dominates for some small enough
ranks t, whereas the wage effect dominates for high enough ranks.
It is worth noting that in a standard Roy’s model only the distribution effect is
present, because the wage paid to a worker with vector (vM , vS ) is given exogenously.
In consequence, an increase in skill concordance would increase wage polarization also in
Roy’s model, but there would be no increase in wage inequality. In the model of Heckman
and Sedlacek (1985) both wage polarization and wage inequality would increase, but the
latter only in absolute terms: the ratio of the top to lowest wage would remain unchanged.
The relationship between the correlation of skills and wage inequality in the model of
Heckman and Sedlacek (1985) has been previously pointed out by Gould (2002), but not
its effect on wage polarization.62 In my model, wage polarization and wage inequality
increase both in absolute and relative terms.63 This is consistent with empirical trends:
61

The change in levels is the greater the higher the skill; as we can see in Figure 3 this is not quite the
case for relative changes, but still the increase for the highest skilled worker will be strictly greater than
that for the least skilled worker.
62
Gould (2002) explains this result in terms of the relative importance of comparative advantage,
rather than in terms of a decrease in the supply of skills.
63
The increase of relative inequality and polarization follows immediately from the fact that the lowest
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wages have become polarized in the 90’s and 2000’s, but nevertheless the strongest growth
was observed at the top (Acemoglu and Autor, 2011).
Finally, a quick comment on the asymmetric case. The results in the symmetric case
are easy to derive, because the fall in the supply of skills affects both sectors equally:
and, thus, it can be expressed as a downward shift in the supply of skills in both sectors
(evaluated for the old wage functions). If the model is asymmetric, then the change in skill
supply might affect one of the sectors disproportionately strongly (or even exclusively)
and, thus, the simple logic of the symmetric case does not go through. However, as
an increase in concordance does imply a fall in the overall supply of skill, total surplus
produced in the economy falls also in the asymmetric case.

4.1

Changes in Skill Contents

There exists strong empirical evidence that the skill and task content of occupations has
changed in recent decades (Autor et al., 2003; Spitz-Oener, 2006), which has been linked to
the increase in wage polarization (Acemoglu and Autor, 2011). The standard explanation
for these changes is the “routinization hypothesis”, so the idea that routine jobs are being
replaced by machines. In this subsection, I will use the Gaussian-Exponential specification
of my model to show that changes to the mix of skills required in each occupation affect
the interdependence of relative skills. Hence, changes in interdependence of relative skills
are a further channel through which changes in skill contents of occupations might have
affected wage polarization.
Recall the Gaussian-Exponential specification from Section 3.1.1. For simplicity, suppose there are just two fundamental skills: cognitive (x1 ) and manual (x2 ). To isolate
the impact of changes in skill requirements on task interdependence I assume that sector
p
i uses the cognitive skill with weight αi and the manual skill with weight 1 − αi2 , and
that x = (xC , xM ) is N(0, I) distributed, where αi ∈ [0, 1] and I is the identity matrix.
This ensures that σM = σS = 1, µM = µS = 0 and, hence, implies that the reduced
surplus functions do not depend on the vector of skill requirements αi .
A change in αi represents technological change, but not necessarily a technological
improvement.64 In practice, changes in skill contents are likely caused by actual technological improvements, resulting in an increase in the surplus produced by most, if not
all, matches. Here, however, I just want to make a simple point: that a change in skill
contents could cause wage polarization even if it did not affect surplus functions, through
its impact on the overall supply of relative skills.
Because x1 and x2 are jointly normally distributed, the interdependence between the
wage does not change.
64
Intuitively, an increase in αi can be thought of as a replacement of a worker who was performing
a manual task, with a machine that does not require any manual skill to operate, but needs to be
occasionally reprogrammed and, thus, requires a degree of cognitive skill.
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relative skills vM , vS is captured by the parameter ρ of the Gaussian copula. Specifically,
an increase in ρ is equivalent to an increase in concordance. Under the assumptions above
p
2
)(1 − αS2 ): clearly, relative skill interdependence depends on the
ρ = αS αM + (1 − αM
skill contents of each sector. Differentiating ρ with respect to αM reveals that relative skill
interdependence will increase in response to a small increase in the weight of cognitive
skills in manufacturing if and only if αM < αS . Thus, if the importance of cognitive
skills increases in a sector that is relatively manual skill intensive, the interdependence of
relative skills increases. If, on the other hand, cognitive skills become more important in
the relatively cognitive skill intensive sector, interdependence falls. Empirical evidence
suggests that the substitution towards less routine, and therefore cognitive skill intensive
tasks has been stronger in sectors that were previously routine task intensive (Autor
et al., 2003), which is consistent with an increase in the interdependence between relative
manufacturing and services skills. Furthermore, Gould (2002) provides evidence that skill
correlation has been indeed on the rise in the US.
This explanation for increases in wage polarization is different from the mechanisms
discussed so far in the literature. The existing explanations are somewhat mechanical,
in that they usually assume that the jobs in the middle of the wage distribution are the
ones being replaced by machines(Acemoglu and Autor, 2011; Costinot and Vogel, 2010).
The explanation presented here does not make this assumption: in fact, as the analysis
is restricted to the symmetric case of the model, some of the workers whose skills are
now less needed must have been earning very high wages before. Instead, polarization
increases, because all industries start demanding a more similar set of skills.

5

Related Literature

This paper builds on the work of Becker (1973), Sattinger (1979) and Roy (1951), combining their approaches towards matching and self-selection, respectively. My model
nests Sattinger-like, one sector matching models and Roy-like, two sector comparative
advantage models within one framework. The sectors in Roy (1951) can be interpreted
as Becker-like matching markets with homogenous and abundant firms, implying that
companies have no market power and workers earn the entire surplus. In Roy’s model,
therefore, sorting depends only on surplus’ levels, but not on vertical differentiation. The
introduction of firm heterogeneity gives firms some market power and is the reason why
the vertical differentiation of workers matters for skill supply. Compared to Becker (1973)
and Sattinger (1979), the addition of another sector allows the study of interactions between two matching markets, as well as the determinants of sectoral skill supply.
There are a number of papers that provide comparative statics results for the standard,
one-sector differential rents model (e.g. Costrell and Loury, 2004; Gabaix and Landier,
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2008; Tervio, 2008).65 These results capture only the direct effect of exogenous changes,
as the within-sector distribution of skill is fixed. As noted in Costrell and Loury (2004),
this is a serious limitation – which is addressed directly in this paper. In particular, I
show that the two types of shocks which are of particular importance in this literature (i.e.
multiplicative surplus shocks and first order stochastic dominance improvements in the
distribution of firms’ productivity) result in a greater supply of skill in the affected sector,
increasing, as they do, both the levels of surplus and worker’s vertical differentiation
(Sections 3.2). This undoes at least part of their positive direct effect on wage levels and
inequality. In fact, with scarce jobs, wages will certainly fall for the least skilled workers
in the industry in which the change took place.
My model is a multivariate matching problem. Most of the literature in this area is focused on marriage markets (Anderson, 2003; Chiappori, Oreffice, and Quintana-Domeque,
2011, 2012); however, a recent paper by Lindenlaub (2017) does investigate multivariate
matching in labor markets. Lindenlaub defines positive and assortative matching in a
general setting with bivariate skills and skill-demands, and provides sufficient conditions
for its existence. However, the model is solved and comparative statics are provided only
for the very special quadratic-Gaussian case.66 The comparative statics results focus on
technological change, modelled as a multiplicative surplus shock, and only the knife-edge
case of no unmatched firms and workers is considered. My paper studies the determinants
of skill supply more generally, including changes to the distribution of skills, and all my
results hold for general surplus and distribution functions. On the other hand, my model
does not allow for jobs that require two types of skills – however, given Lindenlaub’s
finding that the demand for skills is strongly negatively correlated in the US, this does
not seem restrictive.
There exists a small, but quickly growing literature on multi-sector matching. The
models in McCann, Shi, Siow, and Wolthoff (2015) and Grossman, Helpman, and Kircher
(2013), however, differ substantially from the one presented here, both focusing on one-tomany rather than one-to-one matching. McCann et al. (2015) have a complicated model,
with three markets and schooling. This comes at the cost of using specific functional
forms and not providing comparative statics results. Meanwhile, Grossman et al. (2013)
focus on the impact of trade liberalization, rather than changes in skill and productivity
distributions. Their skills are one-dimensional and they restrict attention to cases where
re-sorting happens at the extensive margin only. The model in Dupuy (2015) is quite
similar to the one presented here (albeit less general), as it is a differential rents match65

See Sattinger (1993) for an overview of the different types of assignment models.
The quadratic surplus function coupled with normal skill distribution implies a surplus function
that is not monotonic in workers’ skills, so that workers with extremely high and extremely low skills
produce the same surplus and earn the same wages. Adding non-interaction skill terms does not resolve
this problem in a satisfactory manner, as evidenced by the fact that the surplus function estimated in
Lindenlaub (2017) (Table 1) is non-monotonic in manual skill.
66
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ing model with two-dimensional skills.67 Dupuy (2015) proves the existence (but not
uniqueness) of an equilibrium and then proceeds to study the impact of multiplicative
shocks on self-selection and inequality. However, unlike this paper, Dupuy (2015) does
not show the equilibrium effect of such shocks, providing only a first order result.68 Mak
and Siow (2017) also propose a similar model, with the difference that workers self-select
into different sides of the market, rather than into separate sectors. They then calibrate
the model to Brazilian data to explain changes in within and across-firm wage inequality,
but do not provide any comparative statics results.
My model extends Roy (1951) in a different direction than the strand of ‘Roy-like’
assignment models (Sattinger, 1975; Teulings, 1995, 2005), in which comparative advantage drives the matching of workers to tasks within a single sector and skills are onedimensional. In this paper, comparative advantage drives between-sectors assignment,
whereas within-sector matching is determined by the scale of operation effect. There are,
further, a number of papers in the trade literature that build on such ‘Roy-like’ assignment models (Costinot and Vogel, 2010; Sampson, 2014). Those models feature multiple
matching markets – countries – but, as labor is assumed internationally immobile, there
is no sorting between markets, which is the main focus here. The comparative statics results in this literature focus mostly on the impact of trade, but Costinot and Vogel (2010)
consider also a multiplicative shock in the foreign country and find that this increases
inequality in both countries. Hence, although the transmission channel is different, the
inequality effect of a multiplicative shock is similar to that in my model.
This paper is also related to the literature on wage polarization. In the one-dimensional
models of Costinot and Vogel (2010), Acemoglu and Autor (2011) workers are totally ordered, workers performing routine tasks are ranked in the middle of the wage distribution
and, hence, a decrease in the relative demand for routine tasks causes wage polarization.
As pointed out by Boehm (2015), the relation between routinization and wage polarization is not immediate if skills are multi-dimensional. This is because of rank switchings:
even if workers performing routine tasks were originally ranked in the middle of the wage
distribution, their rank might fall as an outcome of routinization. Multi-dimensional models, such as this, allow for rank switching and, thus, seem more appropriate for the study
of wage polarization. Compared to Boehm (2015) I propose a different channel through
which routinization causes wage polarization. Boehm (2015) allows only for changes in
67

Generally, the type of model considered in Dupuy differs from mine – as firms are one-dimensional,
the size of any sector can never be exogenously fixed. However, as Dupuy further assumes that the
masses of workers and firms are equal, his specification is equivalent to the special case of my model for
which the measure of firms is equal to 1 in each sector.
68
The equilibrium adjustment process can be thought of as a following chain of events: the shock
changes wages, which impacts sorting, which impacts wages, which impacts sorting etc. until a new
equilibrium is reached. The results in Dupuy (2015) consider only the first change in sorting, not the
subsequent ones. Proposition 5 in this paper does derive the full equilibrium effect for the type of shock
considered by Dupuy.
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the prices of tasks performed by different occupations, whilst keeping the task and skill
content of each occupation constant.69 There exists, however, empirical evidence that the
task and skill content of occupations has changed in recent decades (Autor et al., 2003;
Spitz-Oener, 2006). I show that changes in skill contents of occupations can, on their
own, produce wage polarization through their effect on the interdependence of relative
skills.70

6

Conclusions

This article developed a novel model of workers’ self-selection, one that allows for imperfect substitution of skills within sectors. This was accomplished by merging a standard
model of self-selection (across sectors) in the vein of Roy (1951) with an assignment model
(within sectors) in the vein of Becker (1973) and Sattinger (1979). The within-sector assignment created imperfect substitution of skills but also caused wage functions in each
sector to depend on the entire distribution of skill in that sector. Despite this difficulty, I
was able to derive a series of sharp monotone comparative statics results without making
functional form assumptions.
Firstly, I have shown that if the level of surplus produced by manufacturing matches
increases universally and manufacturing workers become more vertically differentiated,
then the supply of skills is guaranteed to increase in manufacturing. If jobs are scarce,
this increases wage inequality in both sectors. On the other hand, if the improvement in
surplus levels decreases vertical differentiation of manufacturing workers, then the supply
of skill might fall in that sector. In some cases, this will lead to a contraction of the
manufacturing sector.
Secondly, I studied what happens if sectors start requiring different bundles of skills
than previously. This changes the interdependence between the sector-specific skill indices
(relative skills). In particular, if sectors start using more similar skill bundles, then the
interdependence of relative skills increases. In consequence, the overall supply of skill
declines: there are fewer workers available that have a high relative skill in at least one
sector. In the symmetric case, this decreases the sectoral supply of skill in both sectors
and increases both wage inequality and wage polarization.
The model developed in this paper can contribute to a variety of areas in economics.
69

In symmetric Roy’s model with perfect substitution of workers (in the vein of Heckman and Sedlacek
(1985)), which is the model used by Boehm (2015), a change in task prices that maintains symmetry
could never cause wage polarization. Thus, because all my results on polarization are derived for the
symmetric case, it follows that these two channels are, in fact, different.
70
Lindenlaub (2017) studies the effects of changes in skill interdependence on the mismatch between
firms and workers, but does not derive the effect this has on wage polarization. In another set of results
she studies the impact of an increase in the relative importance of cognitive tasks on polarization, but
as her model has no occupations, this change happens across the board. In my model, such a universal
change in skill contents has an ambiguous effect on polarization, even in the symmetric case.
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For example, in another paper (Burzyński and Gola, 2017), we use an extension of this
framework to study migration decisions and the distributional impact of migration on
wages. As workers are imperfect substitutes in the model, we are able to shed light on
who gains and who loses from migration. Calibrating the model to US and Mexican wage
data, we find that although migration increases the average wage in the US, the majority
of the native population (62 %) end up earning lower wages.

A

Demand: Formal Definition and Shifts

The definition of sectoral demand for relative skill provided in Section 2 holds for a given
hiring function and under the assumption that profit is strictly increasing. However, if e.g.
surplus does not depend on firm productivity, then a) firms will be indifferent between
many different workers and de facto there will exist many different hiring functions and
b) all firms will make the same profits. Here, I amend the definition of sectoral demand to
allow for this possibilities. Accordingly, the economy will be in equilibrium if there exists
at least one demand function consistent with firms maximisation problem for which the
market clears.
Definition 6. A mapping vi∗ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] ∪ {−1} is a hiring function in sector i
for wage function wi , if a) for v ∗ (h) ∈ [0, 1], vi∗ (h) ∈ arg maxvi πi (vi , h) − wi (vi ) and
πi (vi∗ (h), h) − wi (vi∗ ) ≥ 0 and b) for vi∗ (h) = −1, πi (vi∗ , h) − wi (vi ) ≥ 0 for all vi ∈ [0, 1] .
Given a talent level vi and an input function vi∗ , define the set B(vM , vi∗ ) = {h ∈
[0, 1], vi∗ (h) ≥ vM }.
Definition 7. A mapping Di : [0, 1] → [0, R] is a sector i demand function for relative
R
skill for wage function wi , if there exists a hiring function such that RM B(vi ,v∗ ) 1dvi =
i
Di (vi ), for all vi ∈ [0, 1].
For any matching problem, I will denote as DC(c) the set of all possible cumulative
demand functions and as DC(vM , c) the set of their values for talent vM .
Definition 8. Demand for skill shifts up if inf DC(vM , c2 ) ≥ sup DC(vM , c1 ), for the old
equilibrium wage function wM (·, c1 ) and all vM ∈ [0, 1].
Proposition 10. If both manufacturing workers become more vertically differentiated
and surplus levels increase universally in manufacturing, the demand for relative skill
shifts up in manufacturing. If jobs are scarce, an increase in workers’ vertical differentiation alone suffices for an upward shift of skill demand.
Proof. The partial order ([0, 1], ≥) is clearly a lattice and the function πi (v, h) − wi (v)
is supermodular in v (for any h). Thus, as an increase in vertical differentiation implies that πi (v, h) − wi (v) has increasing differences in c it follows from the results in
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Topkis (1978) and Milgrom and Shannon (1994) that the set V ∗ (ci ) = {v ∈ [0, 1] : v ∈
arg max πi (v, h, c) − wi (v)} increases in the strong set order sense with a change from c1
to c2 . This proves the second statement, as vi∗ (h) ∈ [0, 1] for all firms in that case. As
for the first claim, note that the increase in surplus levels means that each firm’s profit
increases for the old choice of inputs, and hence, by profit maximisation, also for the new
choice. Thus, no firms leave the market and the result follows.

B

Stable Matchings and Assignments

Proof of Proposition 1. This proof will refer to the formal definition of a sectoral demand function introduced in Appendix A rather than the simplified definition from Section 2.1.2. First, I propose the following hiring function v ∗ : [0, 1] → [vic , 1] ∪ {−1}:

−1
v ∗ (h) =
max{v ∈ [0, 1] : S(v) = R (1 − h)}
i

for h ∈ [0, 1 −

Si (0)
)
Ri

otherwise.

i (v)
} for this v ∗ . Thus, the corresponding
Clearly, the set B(v, v ∗ ) = {h ∈ [0, 1] : h ≥ 1 − SR
i
R
1
demand schedule is simply Di (v, v ∗ ) = Ri 1− Si (v) 1dt = Si (v), as required. In other
Ri
words, hiring function v ∗ ensures that demand equals supply.
Secondly, I show that the hiring function is consistent with firms’ maximisation probi (0)
, 1]; for v ∗ to
lem for the wage functions proposed. Consider any firm with h ∈ [1 − SR
i
be consistent with that firm’s profit maximisation it must be the case that:

∀
v∈[0,1]

∗
∗
πM (vM
(h), h) − πM (v, h) ≥ wM (vM
(h)) − wM (v).

This is met as long as:

v ∗ (h)

Z
v

Z

h

1−

Si (s)
Ri

∂2
πi (s, t)dt.
∂v∂h

∗

i (v)
Note that h = 1 − Si (vRi(h)) and that 1 − SR
is an increasing function of v. Thus, if
i
S
(s)
i
v ∗ (h) > v then 1 − Ri ≤ h for all s ∈ [v, v ∗ (h)]. Similarly, if v ∗ (h) ≤ v then 1 − SRi (s)
≥h
i
∗
s ∈ [v, v (h)]. This and the supermodularity of reduced surplus ensure that the above
condition is always met.
i (0)
Note that the set [0, 1 − SR
) is non-empty only if Si (0) < Ri . If that’s the case, for
i
Si (0)
any firm with h ∈ [0, 1 − Ri ) it must be the case that:

∀
v∈[0,1]

πM (v, h) − wM (v) ≤ 0,
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which for v ∈ [0, vic ) gives:
πi (v, h) − πi (v, 1 −

Si (0)
Si (0)
) ≤ wi (vic ) − πi (vic , 1 −
) ≥ 0.
Ri
Ri

i (0)
The LHS is greatest for h ≈ 1− SR
, in which case the LHS is arbitrarily close to 0. Thus,
i
i (0)
this condition is ensured to be met if and only if wi (vic ) = πi (vic , 1 − SR
), as required.
i
For v ∈ [vic , 1] we need:

πi (v, h) − πi (v, 1 −

Si (0)
Si (0)
) + πi (v, 1 −
) − wi (v) ≤ 0.
Ri
Ri

(17)

i (0)
i (0)
Note that πi (v, 1 − SR
) − wi (v) is the profit firm 1 − SR
would make from hiring worker
i
i
Si (0)
i (0)
) = vic , which is equal
v. This is weakly smaller than 1 − Ri makes by hiring v ∗ (1 − SR
i
i (0)
to 0, because wi (vic ) = πi (vic , 1 − SR
). Thus, the LHS of Equation (17) is negative, as
i
required.
Given a supply function Si sector i of my model is trivially a special case of the
assignment model specified in Chiappori, McCann, and Nesheim (2010). Label the firms
as buyers and the workers as sellers. Then this model meets the conditions of the semiconvex buyer setting from Chiappori et al. (2010).71 Hence, their Proposition 3 holds.
∂
rM (h)
This implies that for any stable matching the marginal profits are equal to ∂h
Si (0)
∗
∗
almost everywhere for h ∈ [1 − Ri , 1], where rM (h) = πM (v (h), h) − wM (v (h)). This
in turn implies that the wage function for any stable matching is of the proposed form
almost everywhere.72

c
c
Proof of Lemma 1. I will first show that either wM (vM
) = max{wS (0), 0} or vM
∈ {0, 1}.
c
c
First, suppose that wM (vM
) < max{wS (0), 0}. This is possible only if vM
= 1. Otherwise,
c
as wM is continuous for vM ≥ vM , there must exist some  > 0 such that wM (vM ) <
c
c
+ ]. But then all such workers strictly
max{wS (0), 0} for all workers with vM ∈ [vM
, vM
prefer to either remain unemployed or join services (as wS is increasing by assumption)
c
0
c
and SM (vM
) = SM (vM
), which contradicts the definition of vM
.
c
Suppose that wM (vM ) > max{wS (0), 0}. Firstly, consider vSc > 0. In such a case,
c
all (but possibly a positive measure of) workers with (vM , vS ) ∈ [0, vM
] × [0, vSc ] would
c
join manufacturing. As C has full support, if vM
> 0 then a strictly positive measure of
c
workers lives in this rectangle, which contradicts the definition of vM
. Secondly, vSc could
00
c
be equal to 0. By continuity of the reduced surplus function, there exists some vM
< vM
,
71

c
Surplus function is twice differentiable, [0, 1] and [vM
, 1] are smooth manifolds and standard uniform
distribution puts zero mass on any h ∈ [0, 1]. See Definition
4 in Chiappori


 et al. (2010)and its discussion.
72

i (0)
i (0)
− πi vic , 1 − SR
, then this worker
If for any vi ∈ [0, vic ] we had wi (vi ) < wi (vic ) + pii vi , 1 − SR
i
i

would be demanded by firm h = 1 −
measure, then Di (0) 6= Si (0).

Si (0)
Ri .

If this was the case for a set of points of positive Lebesgue
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such that
c
)
wM (vM

+ πM



00
vM
,1


SM (0) 
SM (0) 
c
−
− πM vM , 1 −
> wS (0).
RM
Ri

Further, wS is continuous for all vS ≥ vSc : thus, there must exist some vS00 > 0, such that


SM (0) 
SM (0) 
c
00
c
00
wS (vS ) < wM (vM
) + πM vM
,1 −
− πM vM
,1 −
≤ wM (vM
)
RM
Ri
00
c
for all vS ∈ [0, vS00 ]. Thus, all workers with (vM , vS ) ∈ (vM
, vM
) × [0, vS00 ] would join
c
manufacturing, which contradicts the definition of vM
. The proof for vSc is analogous.
c
0
It follows that vM
= vM
= sup{vM ∈ [0, 1] : wM (vM ) ≤ max{wS (0), 0} or vM =
0
c
c
0
0}. First, suppose that vM < vM
(so wM
> 0) then by the definition of vM
follows
0
c
that wM (vM ) > max{wS (0), 0}; contradiction. Now suppose that vM
> vM
, which is
c
c
0
possible only if vM < 1. This implies that there exists some vM ∈ (vM , vM ) such that
c
and
wM (vM ) ≤ max{wS (0), 0}. By Proposition1 wM is strictly increasing for vM ≥ vM
c
hence wM (vM ) < max{wS (0), 0} which was shown to be impossible.
c
, vSc ∈
Finally, let me prove the last statement. First, I will consider the case of vM
(0, 1). This implies that a) some workers are unemployed (because workers with (vM , vS ) <
c
c
(vM
, vSc ) cannot join either sector by definition of critical skills and b) that wM (vM
)=
c
max{wS (0), 0} and wS (vS ) = max{wM (0), 0}. Suppose wS (0) > 0; then all workers would
prefer to join services than remain unemployed, which contradicts point a) above; thus
c
) = 0. An analogous reasoning holds for wS (vSc ).
wM (vM
c
Now suppose that vM
= 0. Clearly, wM (0) ≥ 0 as otherwise workers with manufacc
turing skill close to 0 would prefer to remain unemployed, contradicting vM
= 0. Thus, if
c
), as required. This leaves the possibility that vSc = 0. SupvSc > 0 then wS (vSc ) = wM (vM
pose wM (0) 6= wS (0). Without loss, suppose that wS (0) > wM (0). Then by continuity of
00
wM follows that there exists some vM
> 0 such that wM (vM ) < wS (0) for all workers with
00
vM ∈ [0, vM ]; and, thus, all such workers strictly prefer to join services, contradicting the
c
definition of vM
.

Proof of Lemma 2. I start with manufacturing. The probability that a worker with relac
tive skill vM ≥ vM
chooses services is Pr(ψ(VS ) < vM |VM = vM ). Note that because ψ is
weakly increasing, it follows that if ψ(vS0 ) < vM then ψ(vS00 ) < vM for any vS0 ≥ vS00 ≥ vSC .
Thus:
c
Pr(ψ(VS ) < vM |VM = vM ) = CvM (vM , φ(vM ))
for vM ≥ vM
,
where φ(vM ) = sup{vS ∈ [vSc , 1] : ψ(vS ) < vM }. Because SM (1) = 0, this gives us
c
c
the required expression for S(vM ) if vM ≥ vM
. And, of course, for any vM < vM
,
SM (vM ) = SM (0) by the definition of critical relative skill.
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The proof for SS (·) is analogous.
c
Proof of Theorem 1. Define the extended separating function ψ e : [vSc , 1] → [vM
, 1 + B]
as:
R1 e


t CvS (ψ(r),r)dr
∂
e
Z vS
π t, 1 −
∂vS S
RS
ψ e (vS ) = vM c +
(18)
R1

 dt,
e
t CvM (r,φ(r))dr
∂
e
vS c
π
ψ(t),
1
−
∂vM M
RM
e
where he extended functions C e (•), πM
(•) and πSe (•) are defined as follows: (1) C e :
[0, 1 + B] × [0, 1] → [0, 1]


C(v , v )
M
S
C e (vM , vS ) =
v
S

for (vM , vS ) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1]
for (vM , vS ) ∈ (1, 1 + B] × [0, 1],

e
M
(2): πM
(vM , h) : [0, 1 + B] × [0, 1+R
] → R+ :
RM

e
πM
(vM , h) =




πM (vM , h)




π (1, h) + (v
M

M

for (vM , h) ∈ [0, 1]2
− 1) ∂v∂M πM (1, h)



πM (vM , 1)




π (1, 1) + (v − 1) ∂ π (1, 1)
M
M
∂vM M

(3): πSe (vS , h) : [0, 1] × [0, 1 +

1
]
RS

and B =

max ∂v∂ πS
S

min ∂v∂ πM
M
73

M
for (vM , h) ∈ [0, 1] × (1, 1+R
],
RM
M
for (vM , h) ∈ (1, B] × (1, 1+R
],
RM

→ R+ :


π (v , h)
S S
πSe (vS , h) =
π (v , 1)
S

for (vM , h) ∈ (1, B] × [0, 1],

S

for (vM , h) ∈ [0, 1]2
for (vM , h) ∈ [0, 1] × (1, 1 +

. Note that C e (·, vS ), CveS (·, vS ),

∂
π e (·, ·)
∂vM M

and

1
],
RS

∂
π e (v , ·)
∂vS S S

are Lips-

chitz continuous ; denote their Lipschitz-constants as L1 , L2 ,L3 , L4 and L5 respectively.
c
and vSc the separating function ψ uniquely determines the extended
Clearly, given vM
73

I will do this in detail for CveS (vM , vS ) – the reasoning for the other two is analogous. CveS (vM , vS ) :
[0, 1 + B] × [0, 1] → [0, 1]:
(
CvS (vM , vS ) for (vM , vS ) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1]
CveS (vM , vS ) =
1
for (vM , vS ) ∈ (1, 1 + B] × [0, 1],
is clearly continuous in u. It is equally easy to see that the function CveS (·, vS ) is differentiable almost
everywhere and its derivative is Lebesque integrable. It is also the case that for any (vM , vS ) ∈ (1, 1 +
B] × [0, 1] we have:
Z 1
Z vM
e
CveS (a, vS ) +
Cuv
(r, vS )dr +
0dr = 1,
a

1

CveS (·, vS )

which means that
is absolutely continuous. Moreover, as C e (•) is twice continuously differentiable and any continuous function defined on a compact set is bounded it follows that CveS (·, vS )
is essentially bounded; and a differentiable almost everywhere, absolutely continuous function with an
essentially bounded derivative is Lipschitz-continuous.
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separation function ψ e . Similarly, it should be clear that

ψ e (v )
if ψ e (vS ) ≤ 1,
S
ψ(vS ) =
1
otherwise.
The result for ψ e (vS ) ≤ 1 follows from noting that ψ e is strictly increasing and then
substituting
 EquationR(9) into Equation (14), differentiating wrt vS , dividing both sides
ψ(v )
by ∂v∂M πM ψ(vS ), R1M vM cS CvM (r, ψ −1 (r))dt and then integrating from vS c to vS (and
remembering that ψ(vS c ) = vM c ).74 The other part follows from the fact that for vS ’s
such that wS (vS ) ≤ wM (1) we have ψ(vS ) = 1 and ψ e (vS ) > 1 (because ψ e is strictly
increasing).
c
Thus, it is suffient to prove that ψ e , vM
, vSc exist and are unique. Let me make a few
observations that will prove useful.
Relation Between Supply Functions By differentiating C(ψ(r), r) rearranging and
integrating from vS c to vS , we arrive at
SM (0) − SM (ψ(vS )) + SS (0) − SS (vS ) = C(ψ(vS ), vS ) − C(vM c , vS c ).

(19)

c
, vSc are also unknown, we
Determining the Critical Skills As the critical skills vM
need to find conditions that will pin them down. Let me start by denoting the measure of
employed workers as M = SM (0) + SS (0). Clearly, M = min{RM + RS , 1} in equilibrium:
otherwise we have Si (0) < Ri in some sector i, implying that a positive measure of
c
, vSc ) would strictly prefer to join sector i than remain
workers with relative skill below (vM
c
unemployed. By Equation (19) this gives 1 − M = C e (vM
, vSc ), determining one of the
critical skills as a function of the other. Furthermore, note that Assumption 3 implies that
c
vM
, vSc < 1 and thus SM (0), SS (0) > 0.75 Therefore, from Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 it
follows that if SM (0) < RM then:

c
πM (vM
,1 −

M − SM (0)
SM (0)
c
) = wM (vM
) = wS (vSc ) ≤ πS (vSc , 1 −
),
RM
RS

and alogously for services. This determines the other critical skill if RM +RS > 1. Finally,
recall that market clearing implies that Si (0) ≤ Ri , implying that if RM + RS ≤ 1 we
have SM (0) = RM and SS (0) = RS .
74

This gives us Equation (18), but with ψ rather than ψ e on the right hand side.
c
c
If Ri < 1 this follows immediately from 1 − M = C e (vM
, vSc ). Otherwise, suppose that vM
= 1; then
1
SM (0) = 0 < RM and wM (1) = πM (1, 1) > πS (0, 1 − RS ) ≥ wS (0). But then, by continuity of πM and
Proposition 1 follows that there must exist some  > 0 such that all workers with (vM , vS ) ∈ [0, ]×[1−, 1]
c
would prefer to join manufaturing, contradicting vM
= 1.
75
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The Set of Equations and Inequalities By substituting Si (vi ) = Si (0) − Si (vi ) and
Equation (19) into Equation (18) we arrive at:

ψ e (vS ) = vM c +

Z

∂
πe
∂vS S

vS

vS c

∂
πe
∂vM M



ψ e (t),



t,

R
RS −SS (0)+ vt

S

c

Cve (ψ(r),r)dr
S



RS

RM −1+SS (0)+C e (ψ e (t),t)−

Rt

vS c

Cve (ψ e (r),r)dr
S

 dt.

(20)

RM

This, together with:
M = min{RM + RS , 1}
1 − M = C e (vM c , vS c ),
Z 1
SS (0) =
CveS (ψ(r), r)dr,

(21)
(22)
(23)

vS c

SS (0) ∈ Θ(M ) = [max{0, M − RM }, min{1, RS }]
M − SM (0)
SM (0)
e
c
) ≤ πSe (vSc , 1 −
),
SM (0) < RM ⇒ πM
(vM
,1 −
RM
RS
M − SM (0)
SM (0)
e
c
SS (0) < RS ⇒ πSe (vSc , 1 −
) ≤ πM
).
(vM
,1 −
RS
RM

(24)
(25)
(26)

c
constitutes the set of Equations and Inequalities that determines ψ e , vM
, vSc .
The remainder of the proof shows that there exists a unique solution to Equations (20)(26). Define the set:

K = {d ∈ C[0, 1] : |d(vS ) − 1| ≤ 1 + B},
where C[0, 1] is the set of all continuous functions that map from [0, 1]. The constant
function d(vS ) = 1 lies in K and hence the set is non-empty. Define a norm, || · ||λ on
C[0, 1]:
||h||λ = sup[0,1] e−λvS |h(vS )|,
where λ is some weakly positive number. K is a complete metric space for this norm.76
Endow the sets [0, 1]2 and Θ(M ) with the Euclidean norm and define a mapping
T : K × [0, 1]2 × Θ(M ) → K:

(T d)(vS , vS c , vM c , SS (0)) =


c


vM
c


vM +

for vS < vS c
R

R
e (d(r),r)
R −SS (0)+ vt c Cv
S
∂
e (t, S
S
π
dr)
vS
∂vS S
RS
Rt
e
c
e
RM −1+SS (0)+C (d(t),t)−
C
(d(r),r)dr
vS
vS c vS
∂
π e (d(t),
dr)
∂vM M
RM

76

dt

If we endowed K with the sup-norm, then K would be a closed subspace of C[0, 1]; since C[0, 1] is
complete in the sup-norm, so is K. And it was shown by Bielecki (1956) that the ||·||λ norm is equivalent
to the sup-norm for any C[a, b] – and thus if K is a complete metric space for the sup-norm it is also a
complete metric space for || · ||λ .
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for vS ≥ vS c .

Note that this map is well-defined, as for any vS c ∈ [0, 1] and d ∈ K:
RS − SS (0) +
RM

Rt
vS c

CveS (d(r), r)

Z
dr ≤ 1 +

RS
Rt
− 1 + SS (0) + C(d(t), t) − vS c CveS (d(r), r)dr
RM

t

vS c

≤

1
1
dr ≤
+1
RS
RS

RM + C(d(t), t)
1
≤
+ 1;
RM
RM

and that it is continuous in v, vS c , vM c and SS (0). It is also the case that for vS ≥ vS c :
c

Z

c

vS

|[(T d)(vS , vS , vM , SS (0)) − 1| ≤

Bdt + |vM c − 1| ≤ 1 + B,

vS c

and for vS < vS c :
|[(T d)(vS , vS c , vM c , SS (0)) − 1| ≤ |vM c − 1| ≤ 1 + B,
so indeed T (K) ⊂ K. Finally, it should be clear that for any (vS c , vM c , SS (0)) the
restriction of any fixed point of (T d)(•) to [vS c , 1] gives us the solution to (20) and that
any solution to (20) can be easily extended into a fixed point of (T d)(•). Therefore, it
suffices to show that there exists such a λ that for any (vS c , vM c , SS (0)) ∈ [0, 1]2 × Θ(M ),
T d(•) is a contraction wrt to the norm || · ||λ to show that (20) has a unique solution for
any feasible (vM c , vS c , SS (0)).
Let us drop (vS c , vM c , SS (0)) from the definition of the map (remembering that we
are keeping them constant) and enhance our notation by new maps: SS : [vS c , 1] × K →
[0, 1], PS : [vS c , 1] × K → [0, 1 + R1S ] and PM : [0, B] × K → [0, 1 + R1M ]:
Z

vS

(SS d)(vS ) = SS (0) −
vS

c

CveS (d(r), r)dr,

RS − (SS d)(vS )
,
RS
RM − 1 + C e (d(vS ), vS ) + (SS d)(vS )
(PM d)(d(vS )) =
.
RM
(PS d)(vS ) =

Take any any t ≥ vS c and any d1 , d2 ∈ S and for any map (f d)(t) denote (f d1 )(t) −
(f d2 )(t) as ∆d (f d)(t). Then we have:

Z

t

|∆d (SS (0)d)(t)| = |
Cve (d1 (r), r) − Cve (d2 (r), r)dr|
(27)
c
v
Z t
Z t
e
e
≤
|Cv (d1 (r), r) − Cv (d2 (r), r)|dr ≤
L2 |d1 (r) − d2 (r)|dr|
vc
vc
Z t
Z t
λr −λr
= L2
e e |d1 (r) − d2 (r)|dr ≤ L2 ||d1 − d2 ||λ
eλr dr
vc

vc
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=

L2
L2
c
||d1 − d2 ||λ (eλt − eλv ) ≤
||d1 − d2 ||λ eλt ,
λ
λ

which can be used to establish:
L2
||d1 − d2 ||λ eλt
(28)
λRS
C e (d1 (v), v) − C e (d2 (v), v) − ∆d (SS (0)d)(v)
|(PM d1 )(d1 (t)) − (PM d2 )(d2 (t))| = |
| (29)
RM
1
(|C e (d1 (v), v) − C e (d2 (v), v)| + |∆d (SS (0)d)(v)|)
≤
RM
L2
L1
≤
||d1 − d2 ||λ eλt +
|d1 (t) − d2 (t)|.
λM
RM
|∆d (PS d)(t)| ≤

Denote sup ∂v∂S πS (vS , h) = L6 , inf ∂v∂M πM (vM , h) = L7 and note that continuity of ∂v∂M πM
and ∂v∂S πS and the fact that ∂v∂M πM > 0 imply that both L6 and L7 are finite. Using all
this, we can write, for any vS ≥ vS c and any d1 , d2 ∈ S:
Z

v

|∆d (T d)(v)| = |
vc

Z
≤

v

|

∂
π e (t, (PS d1 )(t))
∂vS S
∂
π e (d1 (r), (PM d1 )(d1 (t)))
∂vM M
∂
π e (t, (PS d1 )(t))
∂vS S

−
−

∂
π e (t, (PS d2 )(t))
∂vS S
dt|
∂
e
π
(d
(r),
(P
d
)(d
(t)))
2
M
2
2
M
∂vM
∂
π e (t, (PS d2 )(v, ))
∂vS S

∂
∂
π e (d1 (r), (PM d1 )(d1 (t)))
π e (d1 (r), (PM d1 )(d1 (t)))
∂vM M
∂vM M
∂
∂
πSe (t, (PS d2 )(t))
πSe (t, (PS d2 )(t))
∂v
∂v
− ∂ e S
|dt
+ ∂ e S
(d
(r),
(P
d
)(d
(t)))
(d
(r),
(P
d
)(d
(t)))
π
π
1
M
1
1
2
M
2
2
M
M
∂vM
∂vM
Z v ∂ e
| ∂vS πS (t, (PS d1 )(t)) − ∂v∂S πSe (t, (PS d2 )(t))|
vc

≤

L7
∂
e
e
(d2 (r), (PM d2 )(d2 (t)))
πM (d1 (r), (PM d1 )(d1 (t))) − ∂v∂M πM
∂v
+L6 (| M∂ e
|dt
∂
e
π
(d
(r),
(P
d
)(d
(t)))
π
(d
(r),
(P
d
)(d
(t)))
1
M
1
2
2
M
2
2
M
M
∂vM
∂vM
Z v
L5
|∆d (PS d)(t)|
v c L7
vc

≤

∂ e
L6 ∂ e
[|
πM (d1 (r), (PM d1 )(d1 (t))) −
π (d2 (t), (PM d1 )(d1 (t))|]
2
L7 ∂vM
∂vM M
L6 ∂ e
∂ e
+ 2 [|
πM (d2 (t), (PM d1 )(d1 (t)) −
π (d2 (r), (PM d2 )(d2 (t)))|]dt
L ∂vM
∂vM M
Z v7
L5 L2
L3 L6
c
≤
||d1 − d2 ||λ eλ(t−v ) +
|d1 (t) − d2 (t)|
L27
v c λL7 RS
L4 L6
+ 2 |(PM d1 )(d1 (t)) − PM d2 )(d2 (t))|dt
L7
L5 L2
L3 L6
≤ 2
||d1 − d2 ||λ eλv +
||d1 − d2 ||λ eλv
λ L7 RS
λL27
Z v
L4 L6 L2
L1
c
(
||d1 − d2 ||λ eλ(t−v ) +
|d1 (t) − d2 (t)|)dt
+
2
L7 λM
RM
vc
h LL
1
L3 L6 L4 L6  L2
L1 i
5 2
≤ ||d1 − d2 ||λ eλv
+
+
+
λ
λL7 RS
L27
L27 λM
RM
+
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Now, for vS < vS c this has to hold as well, as then |(T d1 )(vS ) − T (d2 )(vS )| = 0; therefore,
for any vS ∈ [0, 1] we have that:
h LL
L3 L6 L4 L6  L2
L1 i
1
5 2
λvS
+
+
+
.
∆d (T d)(vS )| ≤ ||d1 − d2 ||λ e
λ
λL7 RS
L27
L27 λM
RM
Dividing both sides of that by eλvS and then taking sup on both sides we get:
h LL
1
L3 L6 L4 L6  L2
L1 i
5 2
||(T d1 )(t) − T (d2 )(t)||λ ≤ ||d1 − d2 ||λ
+
+
+
.
λ
λL7 RS
L27
L27 λM
RM

(30)

Therefore, there has to exist a high enough λ for which our map (T d)(vS ) is a contraction
in the metric space (S, || · ||λ ) – which, by Banach’s Fixed-Point Theorem means that
(T d)(vS ) has a unique fixed point, which in turn means that Equation (20) has a single
solution for any given (vS c , vM c , SS (0)) ∈ [0, 1]2 × Θ(M ). Note that Equation (30) does
not depend on (vS c , vM c , SS (0)) – and thus, by standard results (see e.g. Hasselblatt and
Katok, 2003, p. 68) it follows that as (T d)(vS , vS c , vM c , SS (0)) is continuous in vS c , vM c
and SS (0) the fixed point – and thus the solution of (20) – is continuous in them as well.
Denote the fixed point of (T d)(·, vS c , vM c , SS (0)) as d∗ (·, vS c , vM c , SS (0)) – then the
following result holds:
Lemma 5. The function d∗ (·, vS c , vM c , SS (0)) is weakly decreasing in vS c and SS (0) and
weakly increasing in vM c for all vS ’s. Moreover, for some vS ’s, d∗ (·, vS c , vM c , SS (0)) is
strictly decreasing in vS c and SS (0) (strictly increasing in vM c ).
Proof. I start with the claims regarding d(vS , ·, vM c , SS (0)) and suppress vM c and SS (0)
from notation for that part of the proof. Take any vS c2 > vS c1 ∈ [0, 1], denote d∗ (vS , vS c2 ) −
d∗ (vS , vS c1 ) as ∆vS c d∗ (vS , vS c ) and define:
c

Z

vS

SS (vS , vS ) = SS (0) −
vS

CvS (d∗ (r, vS c ), r)dr,

c

RS − SS (vS , vS c )
,
PS (vS , vS c ) =
RS
RM − 1 + C(d∗ (vS , vS c ), r) + SS (vS , vS c )
PM (d∗ (vS , vS c ), vS c ) =
.
RM
Then for any vS ≥ vS c2 we have:
∆vc d∗ (v, v c ) = ∆vc d∗ (v2c , v c )
Z v
∂
π e (t, PS (v2c , t))
∂vS S
+
−
∂
e
c
c
c
∗
∗
v2c ∂vM πM (d (t, v2 ), PM (v2 , d (t, v2 )))

∂
π e (t, PS (v1c , t))
∂vS S
dt.
∂
π e (d∗ (t, v1c ), PM (v1c , d∗ (t, v1c )))
∂vM M

It is trivial that for any vS ∈ [vS c1 , vS c2 ) we have ∆vS c d∗ (vS , vS c ) < 0, which proves the
second (strict) part of this claim. Thus, we only need to show now that ∆vS c d∗ (vS , vS c ) ≤
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0 for all vS ∈ [vS c2 , 1]. Suppose not. Then the set Ωgen = {vS ∈ [vS c2 , 1] : ∆vS c d∗ (vS , vS c ) >
0} has to be non-empty. Then we have that for vS g = inf Ωgen , ∆vS c d∗ (vS g , vS c ) = 0 and
∆vS c d∗vS (vS g , vS c ) > 0. The sign of ∆vS c d∗vS (vS g , vS c ) depends only on the signs of77 :
∂ e
∂ e
πS (vS g , PS (vS c2 , vS g )) −
π (vS g , PS (vS c1 , vS g ))
∂vS
∂vS S
and
∂ e ∗ g c
∂ e ∗ g c
πM (d (vS , vS 1 ), PM (vS c1 , d∗ (vS g , vS c1 )))−
π (d (vS , vS 2 ), PM (vS c2 , d∗ (vS g , vS c2 ))).
∂vM
∂vM M
However, as ∆vS c d∗ (vS g , vS c ) = 0 and both surplus functions are weakly supermodular,
these in turn depend only on the sign of SS (0)(vS c2 , vS g ) − SS (0)(vS c1 , vS g ). As for any
vS ≤ vS g it was the case that ∆vS c d∗ (vS g , vS c ) ≤ 0 and vS c2 ≥ vS c1 , it follows that:
SS (0)(vS c2 , vS g ) − SS (0)(vS c1 , vS g ) ≤ 0 and thus:
∆vS c d∗vS (vS , vS c ) ≤ 0,
which means that Ωgen has to be empty and proves our first claim.
The proof for SS (0) is analogous78 . For vM c , note that for a change in vM c , ∆vM c d∗ (vS c , vM c )
is positive. The subsequent reasoning is analogous, but with opposite signs (the strict
decreasingness follows from ∆vM c d∗ (vS c , vM c ) < 0 and continuity).
Everything I derived so far applies both for cases with abundant and scarce jobs.
From now on, however, I will consider those cases separately.
Scarce jobs If RM + RS < 1, then M = RM + RS , which reduces (26) to SS (0) = RS
and gives C(vM c , vS c ) = 1 − RM − RS > 0. For (vM , vS ) > 0, C(•) is strictly increasing
in both parameters, which allows us to define vM c as a strictly decreasing, continuous
function of vS c . Define vS as vM c (vS ) = 1 and note that, as vM c ∈ [0, 1], Equation (22)
shrinks the range of feasible vS c ’s to [vS , 1]. Hence, d∗ (vS , vS c , vM c , SS (0)) depends only
on vS and vS c and is decreasing and continuous in vS c – I will denote it as d∗ (vS , vS c )
77

To see this, note that:

∆vc d∗v (v g , v c ) =
=

∂
e
g
c g
∂vS πS (v , PS (v2 , v ))
e (d∗ (v g , v c ), P (v c , d∗ (v g , v c )))
πM
M 2
2
2

∂
∂vM
∂
∂
e
g
c g
e
g
c g
∂vS πS (v , PS (v2 , v )) − ∂vS πS (v , PS (v1 , v ))
∂
e
c ∗ g c
∗ g c
∂vM πM (d (v , v2 ), PM (v2 , d (v , v2 )))

+

−

∂
∂vM

∂
e
g
c g
∂vS πS (v , PS (v1 , v ))
e (d∗ (v g , v c ), P (v c , d∗ (v g , v c )))
πM
M 1
1
1

∂
e
e
πM
(d∗ (v g , v1c ), PM (v1c , d∗ (v g , v1c ))) − ∂v∂M πM
(d∗ (v g , v2c ), PM (v2c , d∗ (v g , v2c )))
∂ e g
πS (v , PS (v1c , v g )) ∂vM∂ e ∗ g c
.
∂
c ∗ g c
e
c ∗ g c
∗ g c
∂vS
∂vM πM (d (v , v1 ), PM (v1 , d (v , v1 ))) ∂vM πM (d (v , v2 ), PM (v2 , d (v , v2 )))

78
For vS = vS c we have ∆M d∗ (vS , SS (0)) = 0 and ∆M d∗vS (vS , SS (0)) < 0. The sign of
∆M d∗vS (vS g , SS (0)) depends on SS (0)1 − SS (0)2 < 0 and the difference in SS (0)(vS , SS (0)), which is
weakly negative for the same reasons as above. Thus, ∆M d∗vS (vS e , SS (0)) ≤ 0, which implies that
d∗ (vS , a, ·) will never strictly increase.
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from now on. Thus, the modified system of equations reduces to:
Z

1

RS =
vS c

CveS (d∗ (r, vS c ), r)dr.

The RHS is continuous in vS c , as d∗ (vS , vS c )) is continuous in vS c . For vS c = vS , we have
R1
d∗ (vS , vS c ) ≥ 1 regardless of vS and therefore 0 CveS (d∗ (r, vS c ), r)dr = 1, whereas for
R1
vS c = 1, 1 CveS (d∗ (r, vS c ), r)dr = 0; thus, a solution to (23) (given RS ∈ (0, 1) ) exists.
It is unique, as d∗ (vS , ·) is weakly decreasing for all and strictly decreasing for some vS
and thus the RHS crosses RS only once from above.
Abundant jobs If M + RS ≥ 1, then M = 1 and thus C(vM c , vS c ) = 0. Hence,
min{vM c , vS c } = 0 and I cannot define vM c as a function of vS c , as there is a continuum
of vS c ’s for which C(0, vS c ) = 0. I address this by defining the set Γc = {(vM c , vS c ) :
min{vM c , vS c } = 0}, a new variable a ∈ [−1, 1] and writing vM c and vS c as:
vM c (a) =


−a

for a ≤ 0,

0

for a > 0,

vS c (a) =


0

for a ≤ 0,

a

for a > 0.

For any a, (vM c (a), vS c (a)) ∈ Γc and for any (vM c , vS c ) ∈ Γc there exists a unique a,
such that (vM c (a), vS c (a)) = (vM c , vS c ). Thus, if there exists a unique a that solves
Equation (23), there also exists a unique (vM c , vS c ) that solves it. Moreover, vS c (a) is
continuous and increasing, and vM c (a) is continuous and decreasing. Therefore the function d∗ (vS , a, SS (0)) = d∗ (vS , vS c (a), vM c (a), SS (0)) is continuous and decreasing (strictly
for some vS ’s) in a. Thus, I can write Equation (23) as:
R
 1 C e (d∗ (r, a, S (0)), r)dr
S
v
SS (0) = R01 S
 C e (d∗ (r, a, S (0)), r)dr
S
vS
a

for a < 0,
for a ≥ 0.

The RHS is continuous in a, as d∗ (vS , a, SS (0)) is continuous in a. For a = −1, we
R1
R1
have 0 CveS (d∗ (r, a, SS (0)), r)dr = 1; for a = 1, we have a CveS (d∗ (r, a, SS (0)), r)dr = 0;
thus, a solution to (23) (given SS (0) ∈ Θ(1) ) exists. It is unique, as d∗ (vS , ·, SS (0)) is
weakly decreasing for all and strictly decreasing for some vS and thus the RHS crosses
SS (0) only once from above.
As d∗ (vS , ·, ·) is continuous, a(SS (0)) is continuous as well. It is strictly decreasing
in SS (0), as the LHS is strictly increasing in SS (0) and the RHS is weakly decreasing in
SS (0) and strictly decreasing in a; thus, if SS (0) increases, Equation (23) is met only if
a decreases. As a(SS (0)) is unique and a defines uniquely (vM c , vS c ), there exist unique
vM c (SS (0)) and vS c (SS (0)); the former is non-decreasing and the latter non-increasing;
and for any SS (0)2 > SS (0)1 we have that vM c (SS (0)2 ) > vM c (SS (0)1 ) or vS c (SS (0)2 ) <
vS c (SS (0)1 ).
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The modified set reduces to:

RS − SS (0) 
RM − 1 + SS (0) 
c
≤ πS v (SS (0)),
(31)
SS (0) > 1−M ⇒ πM u (SS (0)),
RM
RS


RM − 1 + SS (0) 
RS − SS (0) 
SS (0) < RS ⇒ πM uc (SS (0)),
≥ πS v c (SS (0)),
(32)
RM
RS
SS (0) ∈ Θ(1).
(33)


c

Note that vM c (0) = 0, vS c (0) = 1, vM c (1) = 1 and vS c (1) = 0. Condition (31) -(32) will
be trivially met if there exists some SS (0) ∈ Θ(1) such that:


RM − 1 + SS (0) 
RS − SS (0) 
πM vM c (SS (0)),
= πS vS c (SS (0)),
.
RM
RS
If there is no such SS (0), then it has to be the case that either (a) LHS > RHS for all
SS (0) ∈ Θ(1) or (b) RHS > LHS for all SS (0) ∈ Θ(1). However, (a) is possible only
if max{0, 1−M } = 1−M , as LHS > RHS for SS (0) = 0 violates condition (d). And for
SS (0) = 1−M , LHS > RHS meets (31) -(32), as the first inequality doesn’t have to hold.
For similar reasons, (b) is possible only if min{1, RS } = RS , in which case RHS > LHS
meets (31) -(32). Thus, existence of a solution to (31) -(32) follows. Hence, there exists
a solution to the modified and original sets.
For uniqueness, remember that d∗ (vS , a(SS (0)), SS (0)) is unique and, thus, it suffices
to show that the solution to (31) -(32) is unique. Denote the set of all SS (0) ∈ Θ(1)
that meet (31) -(32) as ΩM . Consider min ΩM = SS (0)1 . Note that SS (0)1 exists as ΩM
is non-empty and πM (·, ·), πS (·, ·), vS c (·) and vM c (·) are continuous. Suppose SS (0)1 =
min{1, RS } – then the solution is unique. Now suppose that SS (0)1 < min{1, RS }, which
implies that for any SS (0)2 ∈ ΩM such that SS (0)2 > SS (0)1 we need to have:


π M vM

c


RS − SS (0)2 
RM − 1 + SS (0)2 
c
(SS (0)2 ),
≤ πS vS (SS (0)2 ),
RM
RS

and for SS (0)1 we have:


RM − 1 + SS (0)1 
RS − SS (0)1 
πM vM c (SS (0)1 ),
≥ πS vS c (SS (0)1 ),
.
RM
RS
∂
∂
This is a contradiction, as ∂v∂M πM > 0, ∂h
πM ≥ 0, ∂v∂S πS > 0, ∂h
πS ≥ 0, vM c (·) is weakly
increasing, vS c (·) is weakly decreasing and vM c (SS (0)2 ) > vM c (SS (0)1 ) ∨ vS c (SS (0)2 ) <
vS c (SS (0)1 ). Thus SS (0)2 does not exist and SS (0)1 is the only element in ΩM , which
completes the proof.
c
Proof of Lemma 3. First note that if SM (0) + SS (0) < 1 then vM
, vSc > 0, which – in turn
– by Assumption ?? the reasoning from the proof of Lemma ?? implies that wi (vic ) = 0.
Because Si (0) ≤ Ri this proves the last statement immediately. The first claim
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follows then by Proposition 1, because Si (0) < Ri implies then that wi (vic ) > 0 and
SM (0) + SS (0) < 1, which is a contradiction. Finally, Gi (vi ) = 1 − SiR(vi i ) follows from
Si (0) = Ri and the definitions of the distribution of relative skills in sector i and the
supply of relative skills in sector i.

C

Comparative Statics

To simplify what follows, I first introduce new notation. The difference between the old
and new values of any object O is denoted as ∆c O. The greater of the old and new
values of O is denoted as max O. Thus, for instance, the change in manufacturing size is
∆c SM (0) and the greater critical relative skill in services is max vS c .
Additionaly, I define the star relative skill in services:
v̄S = sup{vS ∈ [0, 1] : ψ(vS ) < 1.}
This definition implies that all workers with vS > v̄S join services. The manufacturing analogue can be defined as v̄M = ψ(v̄S ). Finally, the positive assortative matching
function is defined as Pi (vi ) = 1 − SiR(vi i ) .
Definition 9. Vertical differentiation in manufacturing increases by (strictly) more than
in services if, for all (vM , h):
ψvS (vS , c1 )∆c

∂
∂
πM (ψ(vM , c1 ), PM (ψ(vs ), c1 )) ≥ (>)∆c
πs (vs , PS (vS , c1 )).
∂vM
∂vS

Note that a manufacturing-specific increase in vertical differentiation (Definition ??)
implies trivially that vertical differentiation increased by more in manufacturing than in
services.
Definition 10. The matching problems (Q(c1 ), Q(c2 )) have (strong) impossibility property if it is impossible that vS c (c2 ) < (≤)vS c (c1 ) and ∆c SS (0) > (≥)0.
Theorem 2. Suppose (Q(c1 ), Q(c2 )) exhibit the impossibility property and sector sizes
are unchanged. If vertical differentiation increases by more in manufacturing than services, then (i) PS (vS , c2 ) ≥ PS (vS , c1 ) for all vS and (ii) PM (vM , c2 ) ≤ PM (vM , c1 ) for
all vM . If the property is strong, then (i) holds strictly for a positive measure of vS
and (ii) for a positive measure of vM . If ∆c ∂v∂M πM (•) > 0 for all (vM , h), then (iii)
PS (vS , c2 ) > PS (vS , c1 ) for all vS ∈ [max vS c , max v̄S ) and (iv) PM (vM , c2 ) < PM (vM , c1 )
for all vM ∈ [max vM c , max v̄M ).
Proof of Theorem 2. The results for services are proved in a series of lemmas and the
result for manufacturing follow easily (details at the end of the proof). But first, I define
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the following three sets of services talent levels:
Ξ0 = {vS ∈ [max vS c , min v̄S ] : ψ(vS , c2 ) = ψ(vS , c1 ) ∧ PS (vS , c2 ) ≤ PS (vS , c1 )}
Ξ1 = {vS ∈ [max vS c , min v̄S ] : ψ(vS , c2 ) ≤ ψ(vS , c1 ) ∧ PS (vS , c2 ) < PS (vS , c1 )}
Ξ2 = {vS ∈ [max vS c , min v̄S ) : ψ(vS , c2 ) ≤ ψ(vS , c1 ) ∧ PS (vS , c2 ) ≤ PS (vS , c1 )}.
Lemma 6. If vertical differentiation increases by more in manufacturing than services
then Ξ1 (Ξ2 ) is empty.
ψ

(v )C

(ψ(v ),v )

S
S
. Take any vS 0 ∈ Ξ0
Proof of Lemma 6. Remember that ∂v∂S PS (vS ) = vS S uv
RS
Note that by Equation (19) we have ∆c PM (ψ(vS 0 , c1 )) ≥ 0. Then we have:

∆c

∂
∂
wM (ψ(v0 , c1 )) = ∆c
πM (ψ(v0 , c1 ), PM (ψ(v0 , c1 ), c2 ))
∂vM
∂vM
Z PM (ψ(v0 ,c1 ),c2 )
∂2
+
πM (ψ(v0 , c1 ), r, c1 )dr ≥ (>)0,
PM (ψ(v0 ,c1 ),c1 ) ∂vM ∂h

as ∆c ∂v∂M πM (vM , h) ≥ (>)0 for any (vM , h), πM (•) is supermodular and ∆c PM (ψ(vS 0 , c1 )) ≥
0. Whereas for vS 0 we have:
∂
∆c
wS (vS 0 ) =
∂vS

Z

PS (vS 0 ,c2 )

PS (vS 0 ,c1 )

∂2
πS (vS 0 , r)dr ≤ 0,
∂vS ∂h

as πS (•) is supermodular and ∆c PS (vS 0 ) ≤ 0. By differentiating Equation (??) wrt to v
for both c2 and c1 , taking differences and rearranging, we arrive at:
∆c ψvS (vS 0 ) =



1
∂
∂
∆
w
(v
)−ψ
(v
,
c
)∆
w
(ψ(v
,
c
)
,
c
S
S
v
S
1
c
M
S
1
0
0
0
S
∂
∂vS
∂vM
w (ψ(vS 0 , c1 ), c2 )
∂vM M

from which follows trivially that ∆c ψvS (vS 0 ) ≤ (<)0.
Take any vS 1 ∈ Ξ1 . Suppose that ∆c ψ(vS ) ≤ 0 for all vS ∈ [vS 1 , min v̄S ], which implies
that v̄S (c2 ) > v̄S (c1 ). Remember that both for c1 and c2 we need to have PS (1) = 1 and
thus ∆c PS (1) = 0. Therefore:
R v̄S (c2 )
0 = ∆c PS (vS 1 ) +

vS 1

CvS (ψ(vS , c2 ), vS )dvS −

R v̄S (c1 )
vS 1

CvS (ψ(vS , c1 ), vS )dvS − ∆c v̄S

RS
Z

v̄S (c1 )

Z

ψ(vS ,c1 )

= ∆c PS (vS 1 , c1 ) −
vS 1

ψ(vS ,c2 )

Cuv (s, vS )
dsdvS −
RS

Z

v̄S (c1 )

v̄S (c2 )

1 − CvS (ψ(vS , c2 ), vS )
dvS .
RS

Note that as ψ(vS , c2 ) ≤ 1 it follows that CvS (ψ(vS , c2 ), vS ) ≤ 1; hence we have that the
two latter terms on the RHS are weakly and the first is strictly negative – contradiction.
Therefore there needs to exist some vS ∈ (vS 1 , min v̄S ] such that ∆c ψ(vS ) > 0 for Ξ1 to
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be non-empty. Denote the set of all such v’s as Ξ3 ; then it follows that infΞ3 ∈ Ξ0 .79 But
under ∆c ∂v∂M πM (vM , h) ≥ (>)0 for all (vM , h) for any vS ∈ Ξ0 , ∆c ψvS (vS ) ≤ (<)0, which
contradicts vS = infΞ3 . Thus Ξ1 has to be empty and the result for a weak increase in
vertical differentiation holds.
Now consider any vS 2 ∈ Ξ2 . Note that under ∆c ∂v∂M πM (vM , h) > 0 for all (vM , h)
there has to exist some arbitrarily small  > 0 such that vS 2 +  < min v̄S and for any
vS ∈ (vS 2 ; vS 2 + ] we have ∆c ψ(vS ) < 0. This follows from continuity if ∆c ψ(vS 2 ) < 0
and from the fact that if ∆c ψ(vS 2 ) = 0 then vS 2 ∈ Ξ0 and ∆c ψvS (vS 2 ) < 0. Therefore,
trivially, ∆c PS (vS 2 + ) < 0 and thus vS 2 +  ∈ Ξ1 , which means that Ξ2 has to be empty
and concludes the proof.
Lemma 7. Suppose Ξ1 is empty. Consider some vS e ∈ [max vS c , min v̄S ]. Then ∆c PS (vS e ) ≥
0 implies ∆c PS (vS e ) ≥ 0 for all vS ∈ [vS e , min v̄S ]. If Ξ2 is empty, then additionally
∆c PS (vS e ) > 0 implies ∆c PS (vS e ) > 0 for all vS ∈ [vS e , min v̄S ).
Proof. I will start with the first claim. Suppose it is false. Then the set Υ1 = {vS ∈
[vS e , min v̄S ] : ∆c PS (vS ) < 0} has to be non-empty. Take some vS 1 ∈ Υ1 and define Υ2 =
{vS ∈ [vS e , vS 1 ] : ∆c PS (vS ) ≥ 0}. By continuity of ∆c PS (vS ) the point vS 2 = max Υ2
exists and is < vS 1 . Therefore, for any vS ∈ (vS 2 , vS 1 ] we have ∆c PS (vS ) < 0. However,
as:
Z vS 1 Z ψ(r,c2 )
1
1
2
Cuv (s, r)dsdr,
∆c PS (vS ) = ∆c PS (vS ) +
RS vS 2 ψ(r,c1 )
this implies that there exists some vS 1 ∈ (vS 2 , vS 1 ] such that ∆c ψ(vS 1 ) < 0 and thus
vS 1 ∈ Ξ1 – contradiction.
Let us move to the second claim. Again, suppose it is false. Then the set Υ3 =
{vS ∈ [vS e , min v̄S ] : ∆c PS (vS ) ≤ 0} has to be non-empty; but as ∆c PS (vS ) is continuous
in v, the non-emptiness implies that vS 3 = min Υ3 exists. Additionally, vS 3 > vS e , as
∆c PS (vS e ) > 0. Define a new set Υ4 = {vS ∈ [vS e , vS 3 ] : ∆c ψ(vS ) ≤ 0} and vS 4 =
max Υ4 ; by definition of vS 3 , for any vS < vS 3 ∧ ∈ Υ4 we have that ∆c PS (vS ) > 0.
As [vS e , vS 3 ] is a compact set and ∆c ψ(vS ) is continuous vS 4 won’t exist only if Υ4 is
empty; but an empty Υ4 implies that ∆c ψ(vS ) > 0 for any vS ∈ [vS e , vS 3 ], which in
turn means that ∆c PS (vS 3 ) > 0, which contradicts the definition of vS 3 . Therefore vS 4
needs to exist. Now suppose that vS 4 < vS 3 ; then we have ∆c PS (vS 4 ) > 0 and for any
vS ∈ (vS 4 , vS 3 ], ∆c ψ(vS ) > 0, which implies that ∆c PS (vS 3 ) > 0 and also contradicts the
definition of vS 3 . Therefore it has to be the case that vS 3 = vS 4 ; but this implies that
∆c (ψ(vS 3 )) ≤ 0 and ∆c PS (vS 3 ) ≤ 0, which contradicts emptiness of Ξ2
Lemma 8. ∆c PS (min v̄S ) ≥ 0 implies that (i) for any vS > min v̄S we have ∆c PS (vS ) ≥ 0
and (ii) for all vS ∈ [min v̄S , max v̄S ) we have ∆c PS (vS ) > 0.
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By continuity of ∆c ψ(vS ), which follows from continuity of ψ(vS ).
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Proof. Note that ∆c PS (min v̄S ) > (≥)0 implies that v̄S (c2 ) > (≥)v̄S (c1 )80 . Thus, if
∆c PS (min v̄S ) = 0 then min v̄S = max vS c and the second claim follows trivially. Whereas
if ∆c PS (min v̄S ) > 0 then v̄S (c2 ) > v̄S (c1 ) and by the fact that all agents with vS ∈ (v̄S , 1]
join services for sure it follows that for vS ∈ (v̄S (c1 ), v̄S (c2 )) we also have ∆c PS (vS ) > 0.
Claim (i) for vS > max v̄S follows easily from the aforementioned property of v̄S .
Lemma 9. The (strong) impossibility property implies that if vS c (c2 ) < (≤)vS c (c1 ) then
∆c PS (vS c (c1 )) > 0.
Proof. This follows from the fact that ∆c vS c < (≤)0 implies that GS (vS c (c1 )) > (≥)0,
the fact that:
∆c PS (vS ) =


1
(GS (vS , c2 ) − 1)∆c SS (0) + SS (0)(c1 )∆c GS (vS )
RS

(34)

and the fact that vS c (c1 ) < 1 and thus GS (vS , c2 ) − 1 < 0.
Lemma 10. Empty Ξ1 and impossibility property jointly imply ∆c PS (max vS c ) ≥ 0. If
either the increase in vertical differentiation is strict or the property is strong then this
inequality holds strictly.
Proof. Suppose (strong) impossibility property holds. Define a set Ξ5 = {vS ∈ [max vS c , max v̄S ) :
∆c ψ(vS 5 ) < 0 ∧ ∆c PS (vS 5 ) ≤ 0}. By continuity, there has to exist some some arbitrarily
small  > 0 such that vS 5 + ∈ Ξ1 ; thus, by Lemma 6, an increase in vertical differentiation
implies that Ξ5 has to be empty.
If vS c (c2 ) < (≤)vS c (c1 ) – then by Lemma 9 we have ∆c PS (max vS c ) > 0. If vS c (c2 ) ≥
vS c (c1 ) and max vS c ≥ min v̄S , then – as v̄S > vS c – it has to be that v̄S (c2 ) > vS c (c2 ) >
v̄S (c1 ). But as all agents with vS > v̄S join services, this implies ∆c PS (vS c (c2 )) > 0.
Thus, we only need to show the result for max vS c < min v̄S and vS c (c2 ) ≥ (>)vS c (c1 ).
As ∆c M 3 = 0 we have C(vM c (c1 ), vS c (c1 )) = C(vM c (c2 ), vS c (c2 )) and thus ∆c vS c ≥ (>)0
implies ∆c vM c ≤ 0. As ψ(vS c ) = vM c and ψ(vS ) is strictly increasing for any c we have:
ψ(vS c (c2 ), c1 ) ≥ (>)vM c (c1 ), vM c (c1 ) ≥ vM c (c2 ) and vM c (c2 ) = ψ(vS c (c2 ), c2 ), which
trivially implies that:
∆c ψ(vS c (c2 )) ≤ (<)0.
If second property holds, then this inequality holds weakly, which together with empty
Ξ1 implies ∆c PS (vS c (c1 )) ≥ 0. If the second property is strong, then ∆c ψ(vS c (c2 )) < 0,
80

To see this, denote the ci for which v̄S (ci ) = max v̄S as cm ; then, as ∆c PS (1) = 0, we have:
1
0 = ∆c PS (min v̄S , c1 ) +
RS

Z

v̄S (c1 )

v̄S (c2 )

1 − CvS (ψ(vS , cm ), vS )
dvS .
RS

As 1 − CvS (ψ(vS , cm ), vS ) ≥ 0, the fact that ∆c PS (min v̄S ) > (≥)0 implies that for this to hold we need
v̄S (c2 ) > (≥)v̄S (c1 ).
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which – as Ξ5 is empty – implies ∆c PS (max vS c ) > 0. If Ξ2 is empty, then we have that
∆c ψ(vS c (c2 )) ≤ 0 implies ∆c PS (max vS c ) > 0, which concludes the proof.
Lemma 11. Empty Ξ1 and impossibility properties imply jointly that for any vS <
max vS c , ∆c PS (vS ) ≥ 0.
Proof. Suppose ∆c vS c < 0 – then for all vS < max vS c we have that GS (vS c (c1 )) ≥ 0 and
by impossibility property that ∆c SS (0) ≤ 0. Thus, the claim follows from Equation (34).
Now suppose that ∆c vS c ≥ 0. This implies that for any vS ≤ vS c (c2 ) it is the case
that ∆c GS (vS c (c2 )) = 0 − GS (vS , c2 ) ≤ 0 and this expression is decreasing in v. As by
Lemma 10 ∆c PS (vS c (c2 )) ≥ 0 it follows from Equation (34) that ∆c PS (vS ) ≥ 0 for all
vS < max vS c , as required. Note that this implies also that ∆c PS (0, c) = −∆SS (0) ≥
0.
Lemma 12. For all vS ∈ [max vS c , min v̄S ], if ∆c PS (vS ) ≥ (>)0 then ∆c PM (ψ(vS , c2 )) ≤
(<)0.
Proof. From Equation (19), Lemma 2 and the fact that Pi (vi ) = 1 −

Si (vi )
Ri

follows that:

1
RS ∆c PS (v)
RM
Z
Z ψ(v,c2 )

 
1  ψ(v,c2 )
+
Cu r, v) dr −
Cu r, φ(r, c1 ) dr .
RM ψ(v,c1 )
ψ(v,c1 )

∆c PS (ψ(v, c2 )) = −

If ψ(vS , c2 ) ≥ ψ(vS , c1 ) then for any r ∈ [ψ(vS , c1 ), ψ(vS , c2 )], φ(r, c1 ) ≥ vS and my claim
follows. If ψ(vS , c2 ) < ψ(vS , c1 ) then for any r ∈ [ψ(vS , c2 ), ψ(vS , c1 )], φ(r, c1 ) < vS and
my claim follows as well.
All results for services follow easily from Lemmas 6, 7, 8, 10 and 11 as well as continuity
of ∆c PS (·). As Lemma 8 has an exact manufacturing analogue, the manufacturing results
for vM ≥ max vM c follow from services results and Lemma 12. The results for vM <
max vM c follow from reasoning analogous to that in proof of Lemma 11 once we note that
∆c SS (0) ≤ 0 implies ∆c SM (0) ≥ 0.
To prove Propositions 2 and 5, it suffices to show that the impossibility property
holds, as a (strict) increase in the spread of surplus implies a (strict) increase in vertical
differentiation and the results follow from Theorem 2.
Proof of Proposition 2. The impossibility property is met, as ∆c SS (0) = 0.
Proof of Proposition 5. Suppose the impossibility property does not hold, then ∆c SS (0) >
0 and ∆c vS c < 0, which implies that ∆c SM (0) < 0, ∆c vM c ≥ 0 and trivially ∆c PS < 0
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and ∆c PM > 0. Sector two expansion implies SS (0)(c1 ) < RS ; manufacturing shrinkage
implies RM > SM (0)(c2 ), and thus from (25)-(26) in the proof of Theorem 1 follows that:
πM (uc (c2 ), PS (c2 ), c2 ) ≤ πS (v c (c2 ), PS (c2 ))
πS (v c (c1 ), PS (c1 )) ≤ πM (uc (c1 ), PS (c1 ), c1 ).

(35)
(36)

∂
Given that ∂v∂S πS > 0 and ∂h
πS ≥ 0, we have that RHS of (35) is strictly less than
the LHS of (36) and therefore πM (vM c (c2 ), PS (c2 ), c2 ) < πM (vM c (c1 ), PS (c1 ), c1 ). How∂
πM ≥ 0 this is impossible and
ever, as ∆c πM (vM c (c1 ), PM (c1 )) ≥ 0, ∂v∂M πM > 0 and ∂h
impossibility property holds.

Lemma 13. Scarce jobs and a strict increase in vertical differentiation imply that ∆v̄M ≤
0, ∆v̄S ≥ 0, with at least one of these holding strictly.
Proof. The first part follows trivially from Lemmas 8 and 12. Suppose ∆v̄S = 0; consider
the set ΩT = {vS ∈ [max vS c , min v̄S ] : ∆ψ(vS ) < 0} and its minimum vS 5 . Suppose vS 5 6=
min v̄S , then, by Theorem 2, ∆PS (min v̄S ) > 0, which implies ∆v̄S > 0, contradiction.
Therefore, if ∆v̄S = 0, then ∆ψ(min v̄S ) < 0, which implies ∆v̄M < 0 and concludes the
proof.
Proof of Proposition 3. (i) From Theorem 2 in Appendix C and Lemma 3 follows that
for (strictly) scarce jobs a strict increase in vertical differentiation results in a (strict)
decrease in vS c . As wS (vSc ) remains unchanged and surplus function is supermodular, the
(strict) increase in lowest wage follows from inspection of Equation (??). Note that for
any vS 00 > vS 0 ≥ vS c we have:
00

Z

vS 00

wS (vS ) =
vS 0

∂
πS (r, PS (r))dr + wS (vS 0 ).
∂vS

(37)

As PS (r) increases and surplus is supermodular, it follows that wS (vS 00 ) increases by more
than wS (vS 0 ).
(ii) Proposition 2 and of Lemma 13 (in Appendix C) imply that v̄M (c2 ) ≤ v̄M (c1 ) and
v̄S (c2 ) ≥ v̄S (c1 ) and at least one of these inequalities is strict. This gives:
wM (v̄M (c1 ), c2 ) ≥ wM (v̄M (c2 ), c2 ) = wS (v̄S (c2 ), c2 ) ≥ wS (v̄S (c1 ), c2 )
wS (v̄S (c2 ), c1 ) ≥ wS (v̄S (c1 ), c1 ) = wM (v̄M (c1 ), c1 ) ≥ wM (v̄M (c2 ), c1 )
with at least one inequality holding strictly, which trivially implies:
wM (v̄M (c1 ), c2 ) − wM (v̄M (c1 ), c1 ) > wS (v̄S (c2 ), c2 ) − wS (v̄S (c2 ), c1 ).
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(38)

Thus, wM (v̄M (c1 )) increases strictly. For any vM > v̄M we have that:
Z

vM

wM (vM ) =
v̄M

∂
πM (r, GM (r))dr + w(v̄M (c1 )).
∂vM

(39)

For vM > v̄M (c1 ), GM (vM ) does not change; and as surplus’ spread implies that ∂v∂M πM (vM , h)
strictly increases, it follows that wM (vM , c2 ) > wM (vM , c1 ) for any vM ∈ [v̄M (c1 ), 1].
(iii) Follows from (i), (ii) and the fact that with scarce jobs C i (c2 ) = C i (c1 ).
I will turn now to wages of the least talented agents with strictly scarce jobs. By
Theorem 2 we have that vM c (c2 ) > vM c (c1 ). As wages strictly increase in talent, it follows
from definition of critical relative skill that wM (vM c (c2 ), c1 ) > wM (vM c (c1 ), c1 ) = 0. Note
that existence of a positive mass of agents for whom wages decrease (increase) follows
from continuity of wage functions.
Proof of Proposition 4. The first claim follows from inspection of Equation (40): each
firm is matched with a less productive agent, so (PS )−1 decreases for all h and the profit
constant falls as well, as it is equal to πS (vS c , 0) and vS c falls by Proposition 2. The
second follows trivially from the fact that the pool of services firms is unchanged, the
supply of talent falls and surplus is increasing in talent.
As for the last two claims, note that, fixing sectoral supply functions, an increase
in surplus’ levels increases the total surplus in the economy. As the stable assignment
is surplus maximising in this model, the change from the old to new stable assignment
has to further improve total surplus81 . Finally, as services’s total surplus falls, it has to
increase in manufacturing.
Proof of Lemma 4. If Π(x, z, i) is strictly increasing in productivity, then hi (·) must be
strictly increasing in z.82 Denoting the distribution of Z conditonal on i = M as HZM it
follows from the fact that hM has standard uniform distribution that HZM (z) = hM (z).
Thus, a FOSD improvement in the distribution of Z|M implies that hM (z, c2 ) ≤ hM (z, c1 ).
Consider such z and z 0 that hM (z 0 , c2 ) = hM (z, c1 ); it follows that z 0 ≥ z. Thus:
∂
∂
∂
πM (vM , hM (z 0 , c2 ), c2 ) =
πM (vM , hM (z 0 , c1 ), c1 ) ≥
πM (vM , hM (z, c1 ), c1 ),
∂vM
∂vM
∂vM
as required, where the final inequality follows from the supermodularity of reduced surplus
function.
Lemma 14. If jobs are abundant and surplus both increases and becomes strictly
more spread out, the lowest profit rises in manufacturing and a decreases in services
81

This is the case, as my model can be rewritten as a special case of the assignment model described
in Gretsky et al. (1992) and thus the equivalence of stable and efficient matching showed by them holds
for my model as well.
82
For any z 0 > z we have πi (vi , hi (z 0 )) > πi (vi , hi (z)). Suppose that hi (z 0 ) ≤ hi (z). Then by
Assumption A1.3 πi (vi , hi (z 0 )) ≤ πi (vi , hi (z)); contradiction.
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(rM (PM (c2 ), c2 ) ≥ rM (PM (c1 ), c1 ) and rS (PS (c2 ), c2 ) ≤ rS (PS (c1 ), c1 )), where Pi = 1 −
Si (0)
.
Ri
Proof. In manufacturing, there are two possibilities: SM (0)(c1 ) <M and SM (0)(c1 ) =M . If
the former is the case, then rM (PM (c1 ), c1 ) = 0 and the result follows trivially. If the latter
is true, then SM (0)(c2 ) =M and by Proposition 5 we have vM c (c2 ) ≥ vM c (c1 ), vS c (c2 ) ≤
vS c (c1 ), PM (c1 ) = PS (c2 ) and PS (c2 ) = PS (c1 ).83 This implies that rM (PM (c2 ), c2 ) ≥
rM (PM (c1 ), c1 ), as by measure consistency and Equations (25)-(26):
rM (PM (ci ), ci ) = πM (vM c (ci ), PM (ci )) − πS (vS c (ci ), PS (ci )),
for i = 1, 2. The result for services follows from analogous reasoning, but the two cases
are SS (0)(c2 ) < RS and SS (0)(c2 ) = RS .
Proof of Proposition 6. Consider T = A1A (c2 ) ∩ A1A (c1 ), the set of agents who work in
services in both matching problems. Denote the least talented of those agents –inf y T –
as maxc vS c . Her wage depends on two factors: positively on the surplus she produces and
negatively on its share received by the firm she is matched with. The first factor always
increases, as she is matched with a more productive firms. The change in the second factor
can be both positive (for maxc vS c = vS c (c1 )) and negative (for maxc vS c = vS c (c2 )). If
the former is the case, however, then the increase in surplus received by her firm:
c

Z

vS c (c1 )

∆c rS (PS (vS (c1 )) =
vS c (c2 )

∂
∂
PS (r, c2 ) πS (r, PS (r, c2 ))dr + ∆c CR2 ,
∂vS
∂h

is always less than the increase in the surplus she produces (by Lemma 14):
πS (vS c (c1 ), PS (vS c (c1 ), c2 )) − πS (vS c (c1 ), PS (c1 ))
Z vS c (c1 )
∂
∂
=
PS (r, c2 ) πS (vS c (c1 ), PS (r, c2 ))dr.
∂h
vS c (c2 ) ∂vS
Thus, wS (maxc vS c , c2 )−wS (maxc vS c , c1 ) ≥ 0 and by inspection of Equation (37) we have
that wS (vS 00 , c2 ) − wS (vS 00 , c1 ) ≥ wS (vS 0 , c2 ) − wS (vS 0 , c1 ), for any vS 00 > vS 0 ≥ maxc vS c .
It follows that wages increase for all vS ∈ T . This and revealed preference imply that all
agents who used to work in services are better off84 . As the top wages increase by more
in manufacturing (by the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 3) it follows that
wages increase for most talented manufacturing workers.
83

The change in critical levels follows from the fact that with fixed sector sizes an improvement in skill
supply is equivalent to a FOSD improvement in the distribution of skill.
84
This is trivial if vS c (c2 ) ≤ vS c (c1 ). If vS c (c2 ) ≥ vS c (c1 ) then the agents with vS ∈ [vS c (c1 ), vS c (c2 ))
will move to manufacturing; but as the lowest wages are the same in both sectors, they earn more than
wS (vS c (c2 ), c2 ), which in turn is greater than their old wage.
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Proof of Proposition 7. The result wrt manufacturing (two) profits follows from Proposition 5, the definition of an increase (decrease) in supply, the definition of PAM (P i (·)),
Lemma 14 in Appendix C and inspection of Equation (40). The increases in total output
follow from analogous reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 4.
Proof of Proposition 8. First, notice that symmetry and Theorem 1 imply trivially that
c
∗
vM
= vSc , vM
= vS∗ and ψ(vS ) = vM characterise the unique separating function. Therei ,vi )−1
i ,vi )
and Gi (vi ) = 2 C(v
+1
fore, vic solves C(vic , vic ) = max{1−2RM , 0}, Si (vi ) = 1−C(v
2
min{Ri ,0.5}
c
for vi ≥ vi .
I will prove the proposition for manufacturing, results for services follow from symmetry. (i) This follows immediately from the definition of an increase in concordance
i ,vi )−1
C(vic , vic ) = max{1 − 2RM , 0} and Gi (vi ) = C(v2R
+ 1.
i
c
(ii) Recall Equation (9). The lowest wage, wi (vi ), remains unchanged.85 Since surplus
function, marginals and sector sizes do not change either, by Definition ?? wages depend
only on within-sector relative skill distributions and hence, they increase for any vM >
vM c (c2 ); for vM ∈ [0, vM c (c2 )] they remain constant (and equal to 0).
(iii) Trivial, as wi (vic , c2 ) = wi (vic , c1 ) (see footnote 85) and wM (1, c2 ) ≥ wM (1, c1 ).
i (0)
(iv) Denote the worst matched firm in sector i as Pi = 1 − SR
. As the sector size
i
does not change, neither do Pi . and AiF (the set of matched firms)86 . All unmatched
firms make zero profit and the profit function for all matched firms in sector i is given by
(see Sattinger, 1979):
i

Z

hi

r (hi ) =

πhi ((P i )−1 (r), r)dr + ri (Pi ).

(40)

Pi

The lowest profit ri (Pi ) will either remain unchanged (for RM ≥ 21 ) or will fall (for
RM < 21 , as then ri (Pi ) = πM (vM c , 0) and vM c decreased). Thus, (iv) follows from (i).
(v) By (i), every firm produces lower surplus.
Proof of Proposition 9. The wage received by agent of rank t is paid by firm hi (t) =
Ri − 12 +t
(by symmetry, job abundance and PAM). Thus:
Ri
W (t) = πi (G−1
i (t), hi (t)) − ri (hi (t)),
where Gi (vi ) = C(vi , vi ). By Proposition 8 an increase in concordance will decrease both
G−1
i (t) and ri (hi (t)), which means that the change in W (t) is of ambiguous sign in general.
If jobs are strictly scarce (RM ≤ 12 ), then wi (vic ) = 0. If jobs are abundant (RM > 12 ), then
wi (vic ) = πM (vM c , SM (0)) and by Corollary ?? we have that vM c = 0. Finally, for RM + RS = 1 the
lowest wage is equal to some constant ∈ (0, 1) – and there is no reason why this constant would change.
86
For non-strictly supermodular surplus functions and the abundant jobs case (RM + RS > 1), the set
of matched firms is not unique. Hereafter, I will assume that in such cases firms with h ≥ Pi become
matched. This simplifies notation and is without any loss in generality, as the profits of the relevant
firms will be 0.
85
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However, symmetry and job abundance imply that vic = 0 and W (0) = πi (0, 1 − R2i )
irrespective of concordance, which proves i). Similarly, G−1
i (1) = 1 in any specification
of this model, which proves ii).
To prove iii) consider this auxiliary surplus function πia (vi , hi ) = 1 − e−δvi , with δ >
max{− min(v,h)∈[0,1]2 (

∂2
π(vi ,hi )
∂ 2 vi
∂
π(vi ,hi )
∂vi

), 0}.87 πia does not depend on firms’ productivity and

hence ria (hi ) = 0. Thus, a strict increase in concordance implies a strict fall in W a (t) for
all t ∈ (0, 1). As W a (0) = 0 irrespective of copula, it must be the case that there exists
∂
some t̄ ∈ (0, 1) such that ∆c ∂t
W a (t) < 0 for all t ∈ (0, t̄).88 This gives:
−1

−1

δe−δGi (t,c2 )
δe−δGi (t,c1 )
−
< 0,
g(G−1 (t, c2 ), c2 ) g(G−1 (t, c1 ), c1 )
which after some rearrangement yields:
 g(G−1 (t, c ), c )) 
2
2
> −δ∆c G−1
ln
i (t),
−1
g(G (t, c1 ), c1 )
for all t ∈ (0, t̄).
Recall that Gi (vi ) = C(vi , vi ) and thus does not depend on the surplus function.
∂
W (t) ≥ 0 for some t ∈ (0, t̄). This implies
Suppose that ∆c ∂t
∂d
π (G−1
i (t, c2 ), hi (t))
∂vi i
g(G−1 (t, c2 ), c2 )

−

∂d
π (G−1
i (t, c1 ), hi (t))
∂vi i
g(G−1 (t, c1 ), c1 )

≥ 0,

which yields:
Z

G−1
i (t,c1 )

−
G−1
i (t,c2 )

∂2
π(s, hi )
∂ 2 vi
ds
∂
π(s, hi )
∂vi

 g(G−1 (t, c ), c )) 
2
2
≥ ln
> −δ∆c G−1
i (t).
g(G−1 (t, c1 ), c1 )

This gives:
Z

G−1
i (t,c1 )

−

min

G−1
i (t,c2 )


−

(v,h)∈[0,1]2

min

(v,h)∈[0,1]2

∂2
π(vi , hi )
∂ 2 vi
ds
∂
π(vi , hi )
∂vi

∂2
π(vi , hi ) 
∂ 2 vi
∂
π(vi , hi )
∂vi

Z

G−1
i (t,c1 )

≥−
G−1
i (t,c2 )

1
≥
∆c G−1
i (t)

Z

G−1
i (t,c1 )

G−1
i (t,c2 )

which contradicts the fact that δ > − min(v,h)∈[0,1]2 (

Rt
0

≥ −δ∆c G−1
i (t),

∂2
π(s, hi )
∂ 2 vi
ds
∂
π(s, hi )
∂vi

∂2
π(vi ,hi )
∂ 2 vi
∂
π(v
i ,hi )
∂vi

all t ∈ (0, t̄), which implies that ∆c W (t) = ∆c W (0)+
2

∂2
π(s, hi )
∂ 2 vi
ds
∂
π(s, hi )
∂vi

≥ δ,

∂
). Thus, ∆c ∂t
W (t) < 0 for

∂
∆c ∂t
W (s)ds < 0 for all t ∈ (0, t̄),

∂
max(v,h)∈[0,1]2 ∂∂2 vi πi is finite and min(v,h)∈[0,1]2 ∂v
π(vi , hi ) > 0, both by Assumption 1.
i
R
t
∂
88
a
∆c W (t) = ∆c W (0) + 0 ∆c ∂t W (s)ds. Suppose t̄ does not exist. Then there exists some t1 such
∂
that ∆c ∂t
W a (t) ≥ 0, which implies ∆c W (t) ≥ 0 for t ∈ (0, t1 ); contradiction.
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which completes the proof.

D

Approximating Gaussian-Exponential

Consider the following specification in the canonical form:
 

γi
−1
1
πi (vi , hi ) = Ai − e−δ Φ ((1−2a)vi +a)σi +µi
(β̄i − β i )hi + β i ) ,
 δ

−1
−1
C(vM , vS ) = Φρ Φ (vM ), Φ (vS ) ,
where a ∈ [0, 21 ). This specification i) reduces to the Gaussian-Exponential specification
for a = 0 and ii) results in πi that is twice continuously differentiable on [0, 1]2 for
a ∈ (0, 21 ).89

−1

First, suppose that δ < 0; then Ai − 1r e−r Φ ((1−2a)vi +a)σi +µi > 0 for all vi ∈ [0, 1] and
a ∈ (0, 12 ); thus, the specification above meets all of the model assumptions for a ∈ (0, 12 ).
If δ is positive, then the situation is slightly more complex, as two further assumptions
are violated in the GE specification. Define v̄i = Φ(− ln(ri Aσii )−µi ) ∈ (0, 1); then, firstly,
surplus will not increase in productivity for vi < v̄i . Secondly, surplus will be negative
for small enough vi < v̄i . These two assumptions will also be a problem for very small
but positive a and therefore the argument above cannot be directly applied. Suppose,
however, that R1 + R2 < 1 − v̄i . Then those two violations are inconsequential, because
workers with vi < v̄i would never work in sector i: even if sector j 6= i hired a measure of
Rj best sector i workers, there would be still more than Ri measure of workers with vi ≥ v̄i
available, which is enough to fill all jobs in sector i. Thus, the equilibrium characterisation
specified in Section 2.2 yields the correct equilibrium and all my comparative statics
results hold if jobs are sufficiently scarce.
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